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GLOBALISATION

LEE JOON(LJ)  Even as we live in an era of globalisation, cognitive 
differences between Westerners and East Asians remain. Since moving 
to Korea, you have approached such cultural differences through your 
work, and are especially interested in the concept of void in East Asian 
art, You're a writer as well as an artist, and in the book you edited, The 
Sublime: Documents in Contemporary Art (2010), you re-published part 
of one of my texts on void in Korean art, making implicit connections 
between East Asian and Western concepts. You've also used some new 
techniques in your work since coming to Korea, including working on 
hanji and mounting works in East Asian formats. How do you locate 
your works in the context of Western and East Asian culture?  

SIMON MORLEY(SM)  I've been living most of the time in Korea since 
2010, and I know I've brought with me all my preconceptions from the 
'old world'. But I've come with a willingness to have them questioned 
and overturned by my encounter with the 'unknown'. But this is an 
'unknown' that nowadays is threaded through with the familiar. The 
odd experience on first arriving in South Korea was that things seemed 
relatively familiar; it was only after a time that they became profoundly 
strange. American technological consumer culture binds us all superficially 
together, but it's only a veneer. As a result, we're living in hybrid cultures 
– or 'glocal' cultures as they've been called. This difference and sameness 
– which I try to explore in my art and writing – reflect the intermingling 
of once profoundly contrasting 'takes' on the world – what has been 
described as the 'holistic' and the 'analytic' world-views. I belong to an 
'analytic' culture, and this has many implications for the way I think and 
lead my life, and of course it determines the kind of art I was educated to 
appreciate and make. Nowadays, here in Korea, we can still find plenty of 
evidence to show that things are thought, and therefore done, differently – 
from within a 'holistic' consciousness. For instance, if I say 'mind', 
I tend to mean something that is disconnected from the body (it might even 
be something located physically in the cerebrum), while you, as a Korean, 
will almost certainly consider the translation of this word into your 
language as referring to something that includes your body, or specifically, 
your heart. This is because you belong to a culture in which the concept of 
mind and heart are interchangeable. This represents no small difference, 
exposing very clearly the contrast between my dualistic, 'analytic' way of 
being and your monistic 'holistic' one.

To answer the practical question about materials and techniques: In 
adopting some traditional Korean materials I've been interested to see 
what happens when I use unfamiliar means that come carrying a specific 
cultural baggage. I've just tentatively tried to extend my repertoire. But I 
have no intention of 'going native'! How could I? On the other hand, I am 
very interested indeed in certain historically inscribed concerns that are 
neglected in my own culture.

SIMON MORLEY 
IN CONVERSATION WITH LEE JOON

Lee Joon is Deputy Director, Leeum, Samsung Museum of Art
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Installation view of Kiss Me Deadly, Gallery Baton, Seoul, 2015
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HISTORICAL/AHISTORICAL

LJ  But I feel that through your works you emphasise the 
fact that despite these cultural differences there are ways of 
seeing that are universal.

SM  My studies in Modern History before becoming an artist 
mean, I think, that I've a rather developed sense of the 
historical context, and today, more than ever, the 'historical' 
confronts the 'ahistorical', or to use a more overtly denigrating 
term, the 'essentialist'. Claims for anything that might be 
deemed 'ahistorical' are often tagged methodologically suspect, 
and generalizations about human nature are understood 
to be distortions serving ideological goals. The value of 
referring to something called 'East Asian culture' may seem 
spurious, not only because it is a form of 'Orientalism' to be 
dismissed as mere imperialistic exoticism and romanticism, 
but also, from another East Asian perspective, because it is 
judged synonymous with reaction and the failure to embrace 
modernity. However, 'Orientalism' in the West can't simply 
be identified with the ruling imperialist ideology. Edward Said 
(1935-2003)'s influential version of 'Orientalism' simplifies 
the picture, because for Westerners an involvement in 'East 
Asia' has also always included a kind of subversive counter-
movement – think of John Cage and Zen Buddhism, for 
example.

The general lesson to be drawn from recent studies in the 
psychology of visual perception is that cognition takes place 
within a body – it is carnal. But while humans share the same 
neurological 'wet-ware' and the same bodies, more or less, 
globalization has thrown into high relief both the variations 
and contiguities in cognitive styles that are deeply inscribed 
within societies through time. As humans, our brains are all 
essentially the same, but what we choose to consider to be 
'reality' differs in important ways depending on the culture 
to which we belong and the time in which live. If there's one 
thing that research in neurological sciences (and postmodern 
philosophy) shows it's that there's no objective 'reality' out 
there. It is a construction. While this is rather recent news 
for Westerners, it seems to have long been a central truth of 
Taoism and Buddhism in the East. So for me an important side 
of globalization is to be reminded of aspects of consciousness 
that we Westerners have marginalized and denigrated, 
and then as a result, when we acknowledge them, fail to 
fully assimilate. For instance, Westerners tend to consider 
emotions, intuitions and feelings as cognitively suspect – as 
inferior sources of knowledge – but in East Asia, traditionally, 
an effort was made to incorporate them into a sense of what 
valid knowledge is. It's the mind/heart convergence again.

LJ  So as  a Westerner you are interested in the spiritual and 
cultural values of Asia. As a curator and art critic I'm also 
interested in cultural Identity and cultural differences. 
I think that cultural identities are formed in intimately 
mutual relationship not only with the socio-cultural 
environment, like religion, customs and culture, but also with 
geo-political elements. Cultures also develop and mature 
by transcending the boundaries between areas and races, 
and influence one other. Even though the Koreans are one 
ethnic family speaking one language, cultural identity is 
often distorted by ideology, as in the case of North Korea. 
However, many aspects of Korean traditional culture 
are intimately related to the Asian philosophy of oneness 
with nature. This way of thinking renders Korean art 
fundamentally different from Western culture, which has 
historically pursued logocentrism and scientific rationalism. 
Artist like John cage (1912-1992), Yves Klein (1928-1962), 
Ad Reinhardt (1913-1967) and Agnes Martin (1912-2004), 
while deeply rooted in Western tradition, also aspired to 
embody their interests in Eastern philosophies and ways of 
thinking, such as meditation and Zen Buddhism. They tried 
to approach not historical but ahistorical thinking through 
their works. Here we find both similarities and differences 
between Eastern and Western art.

SM  Exactly. Hybridity is a central characteristic of cultures, 
and not only so-called postcolonial cultures. While there are 
many aspects of culture that are indeed historically determined 
and specific, that are 'socially constructed' and 'coded', they 
tend to constellate around more constant elements in human 
experience. Above all, they constellate around the fact of our 
embodiment – the fact that we have bodies – and that we all 
share the same basic neurological substrate. These 'ahistorical' 
elements, or ontological structures, lead to the establishment 
of important conceptual truths, such as are embodied in 
religions. This is a key point in relation to art, because such 
ontological structures determine the conceptual truths that art 
contains, but, as you say, these concepts will vary according to 
historically and geographically specific conditions, producing 
the biases within cultures that lead to some things being 
prioritized as important and therefore valued over others. 
I'm very aware that art has a history, and so is implicated in 
ideologically determined 'visuality', or in socially constructed 
ways of seeing. But there are certain basic transhistorical 
ontological structures, and negotiating the interface between 
the 'historical/ahistorical' means taking a kind of 'middle way'. 
This 'in-between' is very interesting to me.

Cage
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KOREAN MONOCHROME PAINTING

LJ  I think your works relates to monochrome painting. 
I note that recently you wrote about the 'cogito of kneading 
(2015)' and 'tactile seeing (2015)' in relation to Korean 
Dansaekwha. I also mentioned tactile feeling in relation 
to the aesthetic traits of Korean abstract painting when I 
curated the exhibition "Spirit of Korean Abstract Painting 
(1996)" at Ho-Am Art Gallery. I found a concern for 
tactile feeling in the countless dots on canvas, the special 
texture and deep colours of rice-paper, and the endless, 
repetitive labor in many layers. From the artists' ceaseless 
experiments and struggles with materials, we also gain a 
tactile impression. You mention that 'ontological structures' 
determine 'conceptual truths'. Could you explain the 
connections from your viewpoint?

SM  Painting directly connects to ontological structures 
through being something framed and bounded with a 'skin' of 
taut fabric, like a body. But also, like consciousness, a painting 
is open to the surroundings, and is fluid and permeable. So it 
relates to basic human experience through these conceptual 
truths. Another way in which the format of painting connects 
to ontological structures is more indirect - through the 
technology of the medium itself. The fact that we are used to 
viewing two-dimensional rectangles as sources of valuable 
information, links paintings with electronic, digital formats. 
However, a painting is always more than a visual token that 
is activated electronically; it is also a thing whose 'thing-ness' 
is an important part of the meaning. In this way, painting also 
mirrors the ontological reality of the finite embodied self in 
ways that an electronic format cannot.

But as in consciousness in general, the bias within pictorial 
concepts – what are given more importance within painting 
– is influenced by what culture one finds oneself in. I was 
struck by how Dansaekhwa does and doesn't look like Western 
monochrome painting. Obviously, my own practice also 
relates to this latter tradition, and I was interested to try 
and understand where Dansaekhwa both converges with and 
diverges from my cultural norms. One avenue I explored was 
suggested by the phrase of the philosopher Gaston Bachelard 
(1884-1962) – a "cogito of kneading". 'To knead' means to 
work something with the hands, and the verb is often used 
in relation to making bread or manipulating clay to make 
pottery. Bachelard was referring to a kind of thinking that is 
more to do with touch than with seeing, more connected to 
synaesthesic, kinaesthesic experience than with the narrow 
correlation of eye and mind dominant in the West. I found 
that with East Asian traditions there is a different emphasis 
concerning touch, and that's what I tried to discuss in relation 
to Dansaekhwa.

SUBJECTS

LJ  What is your favorite theme? Some that I can identify are 
cultural curiosity, differences in cultures, political ideology, 
travel, utopia and dreaming, happiness.

SM  That's a good list. Others includes my own cultural 
identity – I did a show in London around the theme of 
'Englishness'. Also, I'm interested in religion and the yearning 
for some kind of 'transcendence'. Another important theme 
is painting itself. For example, in Tokyo I did a show of 
catalogue and monograph covers of Old and Modern Masters. 
I asked the gallery director to choose the twelve artists from a 
'long list' Actually, perhaps the best answer to your question 
is to say that my main theme is painting. That is, painting as a 
'school of seeing'.

In much of my work you at first see only a colour, then as you 
move closer some kind of text or imagery emerges. An on- 
going series are called 'Book-Painting' -hand-made copies of 
covers or title pages or real books made in acrylic on canvas. I 
don't just choose any book, and they need to have some kind of 
resonance, and I don't mess around with the format, just with 
the colour and medium. They're monochromatic and the text 
is painted in relief, so it stands out from the surface, casting 
shadows.

In the works for the present exhibition, I have added an 
additional level: you'll at first see only a colour, then, as 
well as text, you can make out a random field of blotches. 
Gradually, vague images of couples kissing, or a profile of a 
woman (sourced from movie stills), emerge. Psychologically, 
in order see the spots you're using 'bottom-up' (data-driven) 
processes, which are pre-cognitive and therefore universal, 
whereas to provide an interpretation of wat we see, we use 'top 
down' informaion -conventions, codes- which are culturally 
conditioned. But at first, when you can't see the couple kissing 
or the face, you're experiencing 'bottom-up' signals alone, and 
this is a moment that's freer from code. The same is true for 
my 'Book-Paintings'; at first you see vague forms floating in 
a coloured field, but as you look more closely, they become 
words, and then the reference to a book becomes explicit.

‘cogito of kneading’ and  ‘tactile seeing’ (2015)

‘Spirit of Korean Abstract Painting” (1996)
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SOURCES

LJ  You also studied modern history at the Oxford University 
before you became an artist. Why do you choose literature as 
source texts? Is it related to your memories, and to Western 
society?

SM  I'm interested in bringing about a convergence between 
visual art, especially painting, and books and other kinds of 
discursive, historical sources. These sources I select tend to 
relate to aspects of twentieth century history, and they are also 
often specifically chosen in relation to my exhibition's location. 
So, for example, I recently had an exhibition in Paris based 
around the works of Albert Camus (1913-1960), making 
'Book-Painting's' based on the Gallimard (1881-1975) first 
editions. I also did a show in Seoul in 2012 where I worked 
with books written by Westerners about Korea at the end of 
the nineteenth and beginning of the twentieth century. I don't 
mess around with the typography or design of these sources. 
All I do is change the colour and the size, and make it into a 
hand-made painting. In this sense, the 

words are very important as signifiers. Yes, my sources may 
well be to do with memories, but not so much personal memory 
as collective ones. I try to avoid subject matter that's too 
subjective or personal. I suppose I work a bit like a historian. 
I'd like to think of my art as a kind of History Painting, in the 
old sense of an art that seeks to be a record of events, though 
mine is wholly 'unofficial' of course. It's a very ineffectual 
History Painting.

Zarathustra (1924/1943/ 1950), 2012, Acrylic on canvas, 3 works 120x160cm each

Detail of Zarathustra (1924)

delete these dates (also in the Korean translation): insert: publishing house
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TEXT AND TRANSCENDENCE

LJ  Your work engages with found images and words, the 
visual and the verbal (language). You are the author of 
Writing on the Wall: Word and Image in Modern Art (2003), 
a history of the use of writing by modern artists. Does this 
book specifically relate to your work?

SM What interest me is the connection between 'text' and 
'texture'. The word 'text' in English derives from the Latin 
textus (a tissue), which in turn is derived from texere (to 
weave). This reminds us that any given cultural form functions 
within a complex network or tissue of cultural connections. But 
like Bachelard's 'kneading', these roots also lead us back to the 
fact that cultural forms are things done with the hands, like 
weaving and spinning – they are 'texture'.

In the West, we use an alphabet in order to write text. A letter 
in an alphabet is a highly conventionalised abstract symbol 
that is meant to be a visual equivalent for a sound. Alphabets 
in fact invite us to forget that writing is actually visual, 

'textural' language - especially printed alphabets do this. 
We ignore the shape of the letters and go straight to what the 
shapes are made to mean. This has major consequences. 
As a result, oral language becomes spatial, and the visual 
sense comes to dominate the other senses even more than it 
usually does. 'Alphabetic consciousness' encourages linear, 
rational, analytic thought, and the ability of writing to fix and 
abstract meaning results in us tending to over- value discursive 
reasoning.

In East Asia, traditionally, you didn't use an alphabet. Instead, 
your writing was based on ideograms and pictograms, so 
it was always recognized that speaking and writing were 
different. As a result, writing was always attached to image 
making, and was more overtly 'texture'. It is normal for East 
Asian paintings to also carry calligraphy, which is made with 
the same tool - a brush - while in the West, at least since the 
invention of fixed-point perspective, writing had only a very 
marginal place in our picturing system. I play with this in one 
series of watercolours on paper, where I paint trompe l'oeil 
twigs and leaves that spell words. These came about after first 
seeing Hangeul, the Korean alphabet, and thinking it looked 
like sticks arranged in space.

So I'm interested in thinking about writing as visual, 'textured' 
language, something that becomes more pronounced when 
writing appears in the space normally dedicated (at least in the 
West) to the visual: painting. 

I make many of my paintings in one colour or in very close 
hues and tones, so that the effect is quite different from normal 
writing, where part of the medium's convention is to use 
strong contrast between the letters and the ground upon which 
the letters are placed to make them easier to see/read. My 
writing seems to be absorbed into the ground, or is emerging 
from it. Also, I usually paint my letters in relief so that they 
have a strongly textured impact, even casting shadows onto 
the surface. This enhances their 'thing- ness'.

Interestingly, Hangeul is an alphabet, like the Western 
writing convention. It's worth speculating on this in relation 
to 'Korean consciousness': it seems you've been working with 
both alphabet and ideograms for some time, and I wonder how 
this has affected your consciousness?

But art functions in two registers: it's a cognitive sign or a 
code, but it's also something noncognitive - a kind of force 
or energy. One of the most important recognitions in the 
humanities over the past century or so is that more or less 
everything is a sign. We don't have access to some kind of raw, 
unmediated 'reality', and must always take a detour through 
the social. As a result, we now recognize that everything, as 
Nietzsche (1844-1900) puts it, is a 'perspective'. The most 
obvious kind of sign is a word; it's more obvious than an image 
which, especially in the West with our tradition of mimesis, 
we are tempted to consider as in some way directly attached to 
its referent. A word is not the thing it refers to. This is obvious 
when we try speaking or writing in a foreign language, where 
the words for the same thing vary greatly. In my work, I start 
with this discursive function through planting words in the 
pictorial field.

But another aspect of my work opens onto the second 
dimension of art. This is the one that eludes categorization 
or code, and is more like a force or some kind of presence. 
I don't think we in the West are very good at talking about 
this dimension. Perhaps it just can't be talked about. When 
we do try to categorize it we refer to the 'Sublime', or 
'transcendence', or the 'spiritual'. More lately, critical theory 
has tried using the term 'affect'. Whatever it is, it's not 
something that sits comfortably within an account of art based 
on objective analysis of signs, or of social context.

The October Revolution: Lenin, 2012, watercolour on paper, 56x75.5cm

Friedrich
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THE INDISTINCT

LJ  Can you tell us about the indistinctness of your paintings? 
They are very simple; not much is visible, and there's very 
little imagery. It's not easy to grasp the indexical signs in 
your works. They are difficult to read. How do you consider 
monochromatic colour in this context? As you mentioned, you 
are interested in ways of seeing that are less 'colonized' and 
not coded. I'd like to hear more about this concept in relation 
to your paintings.

SM  A very obvious aspect of my paintings is that they're 
difficult to see. Another important point is that there's not 
much of a trace of my hand on the works' surfaces – not much 
of an indexical sign, as you say. I want to draw attention to 
my body as something silent and still. I'm not interested in 
showing it as something in dynamic action. I want to suggest 
slowness and contemplation. Also, I want the medium to 
express itself. I'm not so interested in expressing myself. So 
I diminish the telltale traces of my presence. I'm interested 
in the idea of art as a kind of transmission, and for that to 
happen, I think the maker of the work has to somehow get out 
of the way.

As images, my paintings don't sit there on the wall very 
distinctly, while they are definitely there as coloured 
rectangles. But what's inside the rectangles is indistinct. 
As I mentioned, seeing is the dominant sense in relation to 
reasoning, and so by reducing the ability to see or 'read' image 
or text I'm also reducing the ability to rationalize. I explore 
ways of seeing that are less colonized. In some ways, I see 
a contest in my work between words and colours, although 
colour isn't quite right, as colour too can be coded. One on-
going series of works seems to suggest this rather directly - 
my 'Paragraph-Paintings' cover over sections of text on real 
book pages with rectangles of acrylic paint the shape of the 
paragraphs of text. I have erased the text and replaced it by 
colour.

There's a struggle going on in my work between code and 
what lies beyond code – the 'unknown'. This is what really 
interests me. Colour offers itself to the senses before it 
becomes something symbolic (for example, red = danger). But 
it's truant or unreliable from a cognitive point of view. Colour 
never remains the same; it's always shifting. It's a property of 
the retina not of things. I mean: where is colour? 

But of course, as I say, colour also becomes colonized by 
code. So mine is just a dream of a pure, boundary-less colour 
sensation (maybe like a James Turrell (b. 1943) installation). 
But I make paintings, not installations. Painting can't do 
more than produce different kinds of juxtapositions between 
the bounded and the unbounded. That's the fundamental 
'conceptual fact' that binds painting to 'ontological truth'. The 
making of paintings on rigid rectangular-shaped supports, 
which has dominated Western art since the Renaissance, I 
think comes not only from the desire to make window-like 
apertures, but also from awareness that it can function as a 
visual analogy for the fact that we experience ourselves as both 
bounded and unbounded, that we are flesh and bone bodies 
capable of transcending our boundaries, and yet at the same 
time we are aware that without these corporeal boundaries 
there would be no self. This dialectic is what painting can 
enact. In my work I want to evoke a body that is in a state 
of indeterminacy, which means things are at the limits of the 
sensible. It's not clear if what I show is unfolding or in the 
process of dissolving. It is contained in an undifferentiated 
space that seems to re-absorb it.

To actually show or denote this 'unknown' is impossible. It can 
only be connoted or gestured towards. I've got interested in 
the psychology of visual perception, the way in which seeing is 
connected to thinking. I'm especially interested in how 'seeing' 
as we consider it in relation to visuality (or social conditioning) 
is really generated by just a very limited optical range based on 
the foveal centre. This focused, grasping vision is only about 1o 
across, and that part of the visual field brought to resolution is 
no more than 3o across. The rest is accessed by what is called 
'peripheral vision', although 'accessed' is the wrong word, 
because the periphery is unavailable to rational reflection and 
control. Peripheral vision is tied to the unconscious, and is less 
mediated. Focused vision is always a kind of 'tunnel vision', 
colonized by code. Our vision is also determined by what are 
called 'spatial frequencies', that is, the optics of how we record 
more or less detail within the field of vision. Focused vision is 
all about 'high spatial frequencies' – of seeing distinct edges 
and boundaries - while the periphery is more concerned with 
'low spatial frequencies' – with coarse, general relations of 
forms within a total field.

This interest of mine might have something to do with the 
fact that I was born astigmatic. My eyes don't focus at the 
retina, and I have multiple foci. Of course my glasses correct 
this defect, but I think it's influenced what I'm interested 
in as an artist. Maybe you can say that the affects I try to 
create are 'low spatial frequency' images. I can't say they're 
peripheral, because as soon as we direct our visual attention 
onto something it becomes the centre. The periphery rebuffs 
attention, but that's exactly why it's so important.

L'Homme Revolté (1951), 2014, acrylic on canvas, 30x40cm

From the series Albert Camus: Oeuvres
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CONTEXTS

LJ  I'm interested in the fact that you've noted the connection 
between 'void' and 'relationship'. I think the indistinct 
quality in your work is related to the concept of void. It's an 
important issue to try to find new values in contemporary 
art. I curated “Lee Ufan Retrospective” at the Ho-Am Art 
Gallery in 2003 and “Void in Korean Art” at the Leeum 
in 2007. Lee Ufan (b. 1936)'s work unfolds through an 
aesthetic of encounter and relationship. Lee, who says that 
void in art is a triumphant space opened up by meetings 
of the self and the other, has continued to creates spaces 
of resonance by means of relational operations between 
the painted and unpainted, the made and the unmade, and 
interior and exterior. This way of thinking renders Korean 
art fundamentally different from western art. In contrast 
with the Eastern philosophy that considers nature to be 
the very fundament of the universe itself, Western society 
has used nature as a tool for anthropocentric development. 
Void is a core term, which encompasses Asian values that 
contrast with this logocentrism and materialism in Western 
philosophy. It also signifies a world which is empty yet 
also filled with elegance, and it compels viewers to see the 
'horizon' of life anew, and, at the same time, it's a productive 
space that traverses boundaries and differences. I'd like to 
say that void is a meaningful concept for contemporary art 
which is witnessing an excess of media and images in our 
contemporary visual culture of the so called “Society of the 
Spectacle”. I can find similarities between you and Lee Ufan 
in relation to the aesthetic attitude.

SM  I remember seeing my first Lee Ufan exhibition in 
London in the mid-1990s. I also read some of his texts at 
that time. And now, here I am in Korea! In one text, Lee 
Ufan describes the perceptual haziness that is the dominant 
effect of the Korean weather - there is a subtly nuanced and 
indistinct blueness to everything, which means that no one 
colour dominates. Lee describes this as “a kind of infinite 
resonance, suggesting a diffuse clarity, an absent presence, 
a vacillating stability.” Traditionally, says Lee, Koreans love 
this inbetween-ness, which is also perceptible in the half-closed 
eyes of your Buddhas represented in postures of mediation.  
This, Lee argues, means that for Koreans indeterminacy is a 
much more comfortable state than it is for most Westerners, 
and as I understand it, this is the importance of 'void' in East 
Asian philosophy and art. In a painting, the seemingly empty 
spaces are those where potentiality lies. I like very much your 
phrase “empty yet filled with elegance”. The void “aerates the 
figure and makes it resonate”, as the French philosopher and 
Sinologist, François Jullien (b. 1951) puts it. It's a resonant 
interval or space between something too tangible and sterile, 
and something excessive and volatile, where things simply

disappear and are forgotten. It's a way of retaining plenitude. 
Since being in Korea I've realized that traditionally the value 
given here to the 'indistinct' is much greater. There is a sense 
in which what is not clear and distinct is more important than
what is. Or, in another register, what is not known is more 
important than what is. In my anthology of texts about the 
Sublime and contemporary art, researched after my first visit 
to Korea, I included your text on void in Korean art because I 
thought there was a connection between this concept and the 
Sublime. But now I don't think it's quite so straightforward. 
The Sublime as a concept depends on logocentrism– on a 
separation of body and spirit, while 'void' is monistic, and 
emerges from a culture that, as you say, considers humans as 
part of nature, not in opposition to it.

LJ  Are you especially influenced by any particular 
philosophers, writers or artists? I can find similarities with 
Ed Ruscha (b. 1937)'s work.

SM  Well, I've mentioned François Jullien, and I suppose he's 
a very important thinker for me recently, helping me to get 
a perspective on what separates my culture from yours and 
also what we share. Jullien discusses 'qi', or what in the West 
is usually translated as 'breath resonance', 'vital energy', 
or 'spirit resonance'. I now understand better how for East 
Asian culture breath holds the place that perception does for 
Westerners. If 'breath' is the central preoccupation, then what 
will be sought is something that can't be objectified. It is more 
like an invisible impulse.

As for writers, I suppose an abiding influence is Samuel 
Beckett (1906-1989), but several others come to mind – 
Rilke (1875-1926), Wallace Stevens (1879-1955), Paul 
Celan (1920-1970), Albert Camus (1913-1960), Alan Watts 
(1915-1973), D.T. Suzuki (1870-1966). More recently, 
novelist like W.G. Sebald (1944-2001), Haruki Murakami (b. 
1949), David Mitchell (b. 1969). Another important point 
of reference is the English ex- Tibetan and Seon Buddhist 
monk, Stephen Batchelor (b. 1953), whose written some very 
interesting books trying to apply Buddhist teachings in a non-
religious way. Artists? Before I knew anything about art I 
loved the German Romantic painter, Caspar David Friedrich 
(1774-1840). I still do, but now I know a little better why. 
Also, the English Romantic artists Turner (1775-1851), 
Constable (1776-1837) and Francis Bacon (1909-1992). 
The Americans, Mark Rothko (1903-1970), Barnett Newman 
(1905-1970), Agnes Martin (1912-2004) and Ellsworth 
Kelly (b. 1923). Especially Agnes Martin; her work is a real 
inspiration, although she belongs to a generation and comes 

Lee Ufan’s (b.1936) works

Ed Ruscha’s (b.1937) works 

J.M.W. Turner

John Constable
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from a place that believed it was possible to forget history, 
and as I'm English and younger, I can't believe that. But, yes, 
perhaps the key artist for me is the American Ed Ruscha. I 
love the way he works with text as something visual, and how 
he manages to  be both funny and profound. And, recently, I 
went to see a Giorgio Morandi (1890-1964) show in Seoul, 
and that reminded me how important he was for me earlier in 
my career. Seeing the show also brought up the interesting 
problem of cultural similarities. It's sometimes said that 
Morandi is very 'Zen'. But what does that mean when one uses 
it to refer to someone who, as far as I know, had very little 
knowledge or interest in East Asia? 'Zen' in the West is 
shorthand for something that is a universal human ideal 
of consciousness, and it's interesting that we Westerners are 
obliged to borrow a Japanese word to describe it, because we 
don't have the vocabulary ourselves. Why that is, concerns me 
very much.

LJ  I can find a conceptual elements as well as links to 
abstract painting mixed together in your works. How can you 
define your works? Is it conceptual or abstract?

SM  Well, at the risk of over-simplifying, I'd say I'm interested 
to help bring about a meeting between Marcel Duchamp 
(1887-1968) and Mark Rothko. In other words, I'm interested 
in the 'conceptual' anti-aesthetic family in art and the abstract 
'sublime' one too. So to answer your question, I'd say my 
work has a 'conceptual' dimension, certainly, but it's not only 
'conceptual', as I'm interested in expressing some kind of vital 
energy, altered states of consciousness. I also don't believe in 
the 'purity' of painting, and am quite happy to explore other 
media, when it seems appropriate. It strikes me that in some 
sense you could call what I do is 'curating' images rather than 
'creating' images, in that I select from an already existing 
archive. That's quite a 'conceptual' process, I suppose.
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'KISS ME DEADLY'

LJ  Your new series of paintings brings cinema and 
literature into contact upon the monochrome surface of 
painting. I think that your new paintings give more space for 
the imagination than before. The images borrowed from the 
movies are love scenes - often of people kissing. I can find 
words on the paintings which are borrowed from Contents 
pages and Indexes of books. The relationship between the 
images from the movies and the texts bring out multiple 
interests and encourage the imagination in us. But why did 
you choose a Hollywood film noir, Kiss Me Deadly (1955) 
as the title for the show? And I'd like to hear about how 
you go about borrowing images and text, and also what the 
relationship in this case is between image and text?

Cropped still from Alfred Hitchcock's Vertigo (1958) used for the painting Institutions (2014)

SM  I've been working with cinematic imagery for a while. The 
cinema is the preeminent art form of the twentieth century, but 
I certainly don't see it as a rival to painting. The many ways 
in which painting and film intersect are fascinating. And now, 
because of the digital revolution, film and painting seem much 
closer to each other as they are both analogue media. But as I 
also often take these filmic images from digital sources, they're 
already rather 'corrupted' by the digital process, and therefore 
my work is also engaging with the digital form. I especially 
like the way the digital process routinely degrades images 
through copying them at low resolution.

And I've also been making my own videos for some time. I 
always try to include a video work in my exhibitions, and will 
be showing one in the Gallery Baton exhibition. A short slow-
motion loop of a clip from Hitchcock's movie Vertigo (1958) 
– the famous 360 degree camera shot of the kiss – is viewed 
through a peephole cut in a rice paper cabinet. Perhaps I 
approach the time-based medium of video in a 'painterly' 
way; I'm certainly interested in the texture and colour of the 
digital image, especially when it's degraded. I also like the way 
in which it's possible to sample video imagery easily. So in 
some ways, I do the same in the time-based medium as I do in 
painting.

For Baton I'm also trying something new: laser-cut sculptures 
in aluminium. I will be exploring similar themes to the 
paintings but using real, not illusionistic space. The images in 
the sculptures, like those in the paintings, are very alienated 
from their sources, and are further distanced because they are 
reduced to a single hued flatness. This is similar to the way 
writing functions – a flat shape on a ground - but in relation to 
images, this simplification often makes them difficult to 'read' 
as images, and we have a moment when they're just shapes, 
and then we must decipher the shapes using 'top down', 
conceptual processes.
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Again, the way I use cinema in my work can be determined 
by the location of the exhibition; I did a series of DVD covers 
of classic Japanese movies for a show in Tokyo, and a series 
of paintings based on Italian movie posters from the 1940's 
to 1960's for a show in Milano. On the other hand, the film 
can relate to some more general theme; I did a series called 
'Hitchcock's Blondes' for a show in Tokyo in 2009, where 
I used the typography as it appeared in the specific film in 
which the actress starred, and in London recently I did a 
show loosely based around the Frank Capra (1897-1991) 
film Lost Horizon (1937), which was based on a novel by an 
Englishman named James Hilton (1900-1954). It's the source 
of the place called 'Shangri-La'. The exhibition included a 
group of paintings in which various names for this elusive 
dream world - Utopia, Paradise, Arcadia, The Matrix - are 
floated over images of the Lamasery as it was imagined for the 
movie set. I was motivated to think about this theme because 
of the failed Utopia of North Korea.

The title of the new exhibition is from a classic Hollywood 
'film noir' directed by Robert Aldrich (1918-1983) in 1955, 
so just a couple of years after the end of the Korean War. It 
stars Ralph Meeker (1920-1988) as a tough private detective 
who kisses several women while trying to foil a plot to steal 
radioactive waste. The act of kissing and the threat of nuclear 
Armageddon are rather unsubtly bonded to each other in what 
is essentially a movie of Cold War paranoia.

One of my paintings appropriates a kiss from the movie as part 
of a series of paintings of such staged embraces from a wide 
variety of films. For this exhibition I wanted a title that was 
alluring and playfully kitsch, and I liked the initially unlikely 
juxtaposition of the two words 'kiss' and 'deadly'. But actually, 
love and death are age old topics. The stills I've used in the 
new paintings come from both Hollywood and more 'art house' 
sources – from Gone With the Wind (1936) to Antonioni 
(1912-2007)'s La Notte (1961). Many of the acts of kissing 
I've depicted are often very similar in pose (there are only so 
many ways to film a kiss!). 

As is usual in my work, the initial visual experience of the new 
paintings is that of an undifferentiated field of colour; only 
gradually do images and words emerge from the chromatic 
envelope. This initial moment is the one that's least cognitively 
engaged. What's new for me in this work is that I’m no longer 
using the formatting of 'ready-made' sources, such as book 
covers, but instead juxtaposing different sources on one surface 
and creating some new forms of my own. The images are 
removed from their original context, becoming just suggestive 
and elusive fragments. They’re also quite transformed, and 
I make greater stylistic changes than in my earlier works, 
radically cropping them.
 
Yes. You're right. I think that in these new paintings my app-
roach is definitely more imaginative than before, and reflecting

Video grabs from Poem Without a Hero, 2011, digital video animation, 4 minutes 35 seconds

The animation created portraits of communist leaders out of gradually evolving blobs. This one shows Stalin

Antonioni’s (1912-2007)

Text
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now on their possible meanings I see them as the fruit and 
fullest expression of my five years of living in Korea. In my 
studio I have a poster of a beautiful scroll-painting in ink 
on silk of bamboo by an artist of the late Joseon period, and 
recently it suddenly dawned on me that my new paintings 
have much in common with it. The work is monochromatic 
and very minimal, and the ink is used thickly in some places 
to give the feeling that the bamboo is close to the viewer, and 
then more thinly to suggest depth and atmosphere. It's all very 
suggestive. The seventeenth century Chinese scholar-artist 
Tang Zhiqi (1560-1570) said, "When you paint, there is no 
need to paint all the way; if with each brushstroke you paint all 
the way, it becomes common." I like the idea that indistinctness 
is a way of retaining plentitude. When something isn't finished, 
when it isn't done 'all the way', it's much more fulfilling. I'd 
also like to mention another Korean work I admire very much 
- Chusa (ᱩᒂ, 1786-1856) 's 'Zen Orchid'. This very simply 
painted orchid is surrounded by colophons and seals and I can't 
understand them, but they certainly add to the meaning of the 
work. This is important too in relation to my own work; my 
texts may not be understandable to Koreans or non-English 
speakers, I realize, but they still function as a kind of 'effect 
of language'; that is to say, they engage with the expectation 
of discursive thought while not actually delivering any textual 
information. 

One side effect of this is that they also register more as shapes 

rather than meanings. As Ingrid Bergman (1915-1982) (who 
'stars' in my painting 'Silence' via a still from Casablanca 
(1942)) said: "A kiss is a lovely trick designed by nature to 
stop speech when words become superfluous."

LJ  From the evidence of the lists in your paintings your 
reading includes history, philosophy, religion, psychology, 
social science, and more. From such intellectual introspection 
we hope to gain wisdom. I think your intellectual struggles 
are reflected in the way of seeing presented by your work. In 
order to understand human nature Sigmund Freud (1856-
1939) described the Super-Ego, Ego and Id - the three 
elements that construct our personality and that are related 
to each other through conflict or collaborative relationship. 
You mentioned to me when I visited your studio that your 
work seems to show this struggle, and the quest for some 
kind of balance.

SM  A Freudian interpretation is certainly useful. It's impor-
tant that the lists of words come from the indexes or contents 
pages of books in my own collection, and they appear in the 
paintings in the same order in which they appear in the original 
sources. In my earlier work, I always used the typography 
present in the original sources, but for the new work I chose to 
always use a font called 'American Typewriter'.

Grace Kelly in To Catch a Thief (1955), 2009, gold acrylic on canvas, 30.5x40.5cm

One of the series Hitchcock's Blondes

Chusa’s (……)
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Ironically, it's a digital font, so it mimics an aspect of a 
now obsolete technology. But I like the font because of the 
resonances, because it is a no-nonsense font that is very 
closely associated with the history of the twentieth century. 
Imagine all those news reports, novels, and so on, composed 
using such a font. These words, appearing in orderly rows 
and superimposed on the ghost-like images, almost like scabs, 
are sourced from my collection of books of politics, poetry, 
philosophy and religion. As you say, they evoke a world 
characterized by intellectual thought, a heavy awareness of 
history, the quest for meaning, value, transcendence. They are 
books that I don't have with me in Korea – they're in my house 
in France. So maybe I'm using the lists as a way of keeping in 
touch with my past, as much as for the content. I'm also struck 
by how they remind me of the fact that when I was young 
I was convinced I'd find the answers to the 'big questions' 
within the covers of books. I'm not so sure of that nowadays! 
In contrast to the flatness of the images and texts from the 
movies, these letters are painted in relief and are just a tone 
lighter than the rest of the painting. They cast shadows, and 
so are more clearly present, responding to the sense of touch. 
Perhaps they're the second thing you notice, after the field of 
colour. They introduce a discursive dimension. But removed 
from their original contexts and functions they are enigmatic 
fragments. The meaning of the words seem to be at odds with 
the celebration of pleasurable eroticism in the imagery and 
the soft immersive colour-field (the world of the 'Id'?), as if 
their sober and serious messages are coming straight from my 
'Super-ego', from a father-figure (Perhaps it's significant that 
my father died this year).

The monochromatic colours I use are sensual but subdued, 
and do not consciously relate to the image or the text. I think 
most of all, they relate to the environment where my studio 
and home is – the countryside just a few kilometers from 
the DMZ, north of Seoul. Although they have nothing to 
do with the images, unexpected relationships and analogies 
nevertheless suggest themselves. Indeed, while I intend no 
obvious connection between the words and the images, nor 
between these and the colours, I certainly play with our 
natural tendency to make meaningful connections, just as we 
organize the initially random-seeming jumble of splotches in 
my paintings into patterns, linking only a subset together so 
that an image eventually emerges from its camouflage in the 
background ('top down' processes, again). There's a spatial 
effect too. The text and image float in the coloured space, and 
the text seems to be in front of the imagery, creating a deeper 
illusionistic space. But this is contradicted when we see the 
three-dimensionality of the text: it sits on the surface. Again, 
I'm interested in producing visual ambiguity

THE FUTURE

LJ  We can say that art is a reflection of our collective 
consciousness and has an important role to play in spiritual 
healing. However art has become more like a political power 
game in a globalized art world characterized by international 
Biennales. What is your vision as an artist? Why is art 
important?

SM  Wow! Big questions. I definitely think that today an artist 
can't afford to be pessimistic or too ironic. I think the time 
when the main task of art was 'disenchantment' has passed. 
It's definitely time for us to think about re-enchantment.
The artist has a role to play in this, though only a limited 
one. After all, as you say, art is part of the problem as well 
as part of the solution. It's become too closely involved with 
commerce and power politics. The idea of a real avant-garde is 
difficult to sustain. I don't see myself playing an avant-garde 
role. Painting is too 'conventional'. But for me, that's not 
necessarily a bad thing. Painting keeps a passageway open to 
tradition. It's a kind of negotiation, or as I mentioned before, 
a 'transmission'. I'd say art at its best helps us to be less 
deceived – about the world, and about ourselves. ¥
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Simon Morley and Lee Joon at Kiss Me Deadly opening, Gallery Baton, 2015

at the ………. Opening
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ೞ۰۱֢�ח�؍�Ѫ�эਵݴ�Ѫ�r݃�बs�ਲ਼җ�эݓ�

��פੑۅ

�חҊ�ف�ച�оী�ҙबਸޙ��ইदই�नࢲ۽নੋਵࢲ��+-

Ѫ�эणפ��௸ۨఠࣿ��ಣۿоࢲ۽�ޙ�بച�ࢿҗޙ�

ച�ରী�ҙब�णפ��ޙ�חച�ࢿ�ઙҮ�ҙण�ചޙ�

эࢎ�ഥޙ�ച�ജ҃݅ࡺ�ইۄפ��ਃٜࣗҗ࢚�ഐ�ೠ�ҙ

҅ܳ�ഋࢿೞҊ�Ҋࢤ�пޙ��פചب�җ�ੋઙࢎ��҃҅ܳ�

ୡਘೞҊ۽ࢲ�ীѱ�ೱਸ�ߊ�ݴغҊࣼࢿ�೧Ҋࢤ�пפ��

ೠҴੋ�ೞա�যܳ�݈ೞ�חীࠛ�بҳೞҊ�࠘ೠ�҃৬�э

ޙ�ച�ࢿ�ؘৢ۽ӝী�೧�৵ҋغҌ�פ���Ӓ۞ա�ೠҴ�

ాޙച�ৈ۞�ஏٜݶ�োҗ�ೞաחغ��ইदই�୍җ�ҙ۲�

णפ��۠ࢎ�Ҋߑध�ࢎਵ۽�۽Ҋझ�ब৬�җ�ܻ

ܳ�୶ҳ೧ৡࢲ�নޙ�ച৬�ೠҴࣿ�ਸ�Ӕࠄਵܰ�۽ѱ�ٟ݅

+PIO�$BHF	���ઓ�ாפ����������
�࠳�ੋۄ	:WFT�,MFJO�

���������
�গ٘ੋۄ�ೞܰ	"E�3FJOIBSEU����������
৬�ইӒ֎

झ�݃౯	"HOFT�.BSUJO����������
�э�ই౭झٜࢲ�ন�ా

ীز�بࢲݶف�ܻܳࡸ�ন�୍࢚ݺ�߂�җࠛࢶ�Ү৬�эࢎ�Ҋߑधীب�

ҙबਸف�णפ���Ӓٜ��ࢎੋߑ�ध�ই߈�ۄפࢎੋࢎ�Ҋ

ন�ࣿࢲ�নҗز�ח�ܻࢲ��ৈӝפ�ಿী�Ӕೞ۰Ҋ�֢۱೮ण۽

�ਬࢎҗ�ରਸ�ਸ�ࣻ�णפ��

ച�ޙ�ۄפ�ই݅�ࢲചীޙ��ࣗਤ�ఎधࢿ��ഒઙפणݏ��.4

�बੋ�ౠੑޙ��פചীח�rࢎഥਵٜ݅�۽যҊs�r٘sച

�݅�ੋр�҃ݶ�١�ౠೠ�ৈ۞�ஏחغ�Ѿ۽ਵࢎয�غ

ী�ӝ߈ਸك��ਃٜࣗ�ਤীݽ�҃�חೱ�णפ��ౠ�ܻחചޙ�

оރ�ਸ�оҊ�ਵੌز�فݽ�ݴೠ�ӝࠄ�न҃�ӝਸ�ыҊ�ࢎ�חप

ী�ӝ߈ਸפن���۞ೠ�r࠺ࢎs�ਃٜࣗחژ��ઓۿ�ҳઑٜ�ઙ

Ү�ীࣻ�ࠅ�ࢲ�٠�ਃೠ�ѐ֛�ܻ�݀ਵ۽�যפ��

۞ೠ�ઓۿ�ҳઑٜࣿ�ী�ղػ�ѐ֛�ܻܳ�Ѿೞӝޙٸ�

ীࣿ�җ�ਃೠ�োҙࢿਸ�פѱפؾ���Ӓ۞ա�۞ೠ�ѐ֛ٜ�

�ݴ�ಞѼਸ�ٜ݅যղח�ৈѹ۾بغ��ਃदࠁ�Ѫٜܲ�ࢲച�ղীޙ

ࢎחژ��ܻ�ౠ�ઑѤীۄ׳�ۄٮ�פ��ࣿ�ח�ࢎ

ഥࢎ�חژ�sࢿ�rदпחغױ౸�۽ӝਵ۽�Ѫҗ�ؘৢחҊ�ڸ�ਸࢿ

ਵٜ݅�۽যߨߑ�חࠁ�җ�োҙ�ח�Ѫਸ�ੜ�ঌҊ�णפ��ೞ

݅�ܳࢎ�ୡਘೠ�ౠೠ�ઓۿ�ҳઑٜ�Ҋ�rࢎ࠺�ࢎ�

�Ѫਸ�חsܳ�ఖೠب�Ѫ�rחs�ੋఠಕझܳ�ೱೠࢎ

���פण܂�൜ݒ�חsо�ীѱࢎ���rפ

��°ਬࢸߡפ�झౚ٣য়ࢲ�±ࢲ�द݀ࣿҙࢲ�
*OTUBMMBUJPO�WJFX�PG�UIF�HSPVQ�TIPX�6OJWFSTBM�4UVEJPT��4FPVM�BU�4FPVM�.VTFVN�PG�"SU�����

of Simon Morley’s work in 
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ઁ

�ചޙ�ࢲө �ಿٜਸ�ా೧פੑޖ�ח�ઁחഐೞࢶ�न�о��+-

ഐӝबաޙ�ച�ର��ؘৢ۽ӝ�ৈ೯�ਬషೖই৬�Է�ӒܻҊ�

೯�١ࠂਸߊ�Ѽೞѱפؾ��

4.  જ�ܻझ֎ਃܲ�ژ���ઁٜ�ޙ�ച�ࢿী�ҙೠ�Ѫ

ೠژ��
פsী�ҙೠ�दܳ�ೠ��ण�rҴࢲী؍۠	פੑ�ח�

ઙҮী�ҙब�Ҋ�rୡਘsחۄ�Ѫী�೧�ъೞѱ�Ց݀ܲ�ژ��פ�

ਃೠ�ઁח�ഥച�Ӓ�ੑפ��ܳ�ٜয�җѢ৬�അח�ࢲীب�

�Ѣٜী�ೠ�द۾ب�җ�֤ޙ�ٜ۽�সೠ�ಿٜਸ�दೠ�

�ण݆ࣻ��פ�оٜ�ীࢲ�ח�ѓ۞ܻ�٣۩ఠীѱ�ৌݺ�ف�

оٜਸ�Ҏۄ׳ۄҊ�ࠗఌ೮णࢎ��פप��ޙী�ೠ�о�જ��

ઁ�স�ਃ�ઁח�ഥചۄҊ�ೞח�Ѫੑפ���rഥചܳ�ా೧࢚ࣁ�ਸ�

ఐҳೠs�غ�بѷ֎ਃ�

ী�ҙۈё�ઁ�ಿٜ��݆�ࠗ࠙ী࢚݅࢝�ࢲਸࠁ�ѱغ�݅�оө

�Ӕೡࣻ۾�ఫझա�о�աఋժפ��r#PPL�1BJOUJOHsۄҊݺ�

য�ٜ݅�۽ਊೞৈ�ࣻসਵࢎ�хਸޛ�झী�ইܾߡ�பח�दܻૉػݺ

ٜ�ೠځ�যחࠁਸ�Ҋܰӝ଼�ޖ�ইױ��פ�पઁ�଼ٜੑחژ�ରݾ�

Үхী�೧ࢶ�ఖਸ�ೞݴ�ח�ನݘਸ�ࣚ�ঋ࢚݅࢝�җݒ�۽�স

ਸ�࢝ױ��פ�ಿਵ۽�ఫझח�নпਵ۽�ಕੋ�சغ�য�ݶীࢲ�

�؊�҅ױ��ೠח�दܳ�ਤ೧�ߣ��פ�Ӓܿܳ�ٟ݅ݴغ�۽ਵ߆

աইо�ী࢚࢝�חਸࣻ�ࠅ��Ҋ�Ӓী�ఫझܳࣻ�ࠅ��җز�

दী��ٜܗਸ�ഛੋೡ�ࣻ�ѱ�ೞणפ��ରਵ۽�	ച�झ

ٜীࢲ�оઉৡ
�ழٜ�ఃझೞѢա�ৈ�ݽण�൞ೠ�

ٜ�աఋաѱפؾ���बܻ�ҙীٸ�ࠅ�ࢲ�۞ೠ�ߊ�Ѽਸ�

ਤ೧ࠁ�ಞਵ۽�ҙۈёࢎ��ੋߑ�धী�ઓೠ࢚�ೱध	ؘఠ�ӝ߈
�

Ӕߨਸࢎ�ਊೞѱݶ߈��פؾ��൞ೞѱ�ઓೞח�ఃझ�ݶ�ৈࢿ�

ҷ١�ਸ�दпਵੋ�۽ೞӝ�ਤ೧חࢲ�ӝর�ੋण�ӒܻҊ�ӏࢎ��١ߧഥ৬�


߈ѐ֛�ӝ	�ೞೱधػఠ�णٙࠗ۽ചޙ�Ӕߨਸࢎ�ਊ೧ঠ�פ��ೞ݅�

ী�ழٜ�ఃझೞݽ�חणա�ҷਸࣻ�ࠅ��হਸחٸ��r࢚ೱधs�

Ӕ݅ߨ�ӝמೞח�Ѫݴ��ࣽр݅�٘ীࢲ�ਬ۽�ࣽрੑפ��

ઁ�r#PPL�1BJOUJOHs�ಿٜ݃�بଲоੑפ��ীؕ�ݶ࢝�যܻীځ�

ח�൞ೠޖ�оܳࠁ�ѱغ�݅�ખ�؊�ࣁױ�ݶࠁ�যоغ�Ҋ�଼ਵ۽

��פؾ�ഛ೧ѱݺ�؊��ഋకоࢲ

ೠҴ࢝ױ�ച�

 न���୭Ӕפੑࠁ��যࢿച৬�ੌ۲�ҙ۲࢝ױ�न�ಿ��+-

ೠҴ࢝ױ�ച৬�ҙ۲ೞৈ�~࢚ކо�ӝష	$PHJUP�PG�LOFBEJOH
�	����


৬�~ୢпࠁ�ӝ	5BDUJMF�4FFJOH
�	����
�ೠژ���פ�೮णبೞӝߊ�ܳ

ഐঐѓ۞ܻ	)P�"N�"SU�(BMMFSZ
ীࢲ�°ೠҴ�୶࢚�ഥച�न±	����


חۄ�दܳ�ӝദ೮ਸٸ��ೠҴ�୶࢚�ഥച��ౠࢿҗ�ҙ۲ೞৈ�ୢп

ੋ�ਃࣗܳ�ә೮؍��णפ��பߡझ�݆ࣻ�ٜ�ೠ�ౠࣻ

ೠ�хҗ�Ө࢚࢝��ӒܻҊ�হחغࠂ߈��ড�֢زҗ�೯ਤীୢ�ࢲ

пੋ�ਃࣗܳߊ�Ѽೡ�ࣻ�णפ��оٜ�Րহח�पҗࢿޛ�җ�

Ѿীبࢲ�ܻୢ�חпੋ�ൔਸߊ�Ѽೡ�ࣻ�णפ��rઓۿ�ҳઑs

о�rѐ֛�ܻsܳ�ѾೠҊ�ফӝೞؘח࣑�о�ҙীࢲ�ખ�؊�ࠗো�

��פۉ߄�೧ӝݺࢸ

4.��ഥചח�ܻ�न৬�э�ࠗ۽ޛఠ߉��ࣗਤ�rೖࠗs৬�ঘীݏ�

୶যח�Ѫਸ�ా೧�ਵ۽�ઓۿ�ҳઑী�োѾפؾ��Ӓ݅ࡺ�ইפ

Ҋ�ైҗ�оز�ਬݴ�ܻ�धۢ�ਤ�Ѫٜী�ৌ۰�ਵח�ഥചۄ

�ੋ�ੋрࠄ�ӝࢲ�۞ೠ�ѐ֛�ܻٜਸ�ా೧ח�ഥചࢲۄٮ��פמ

҃җ�োҙغয�णפ��ഥച�ഋध�ઓۿ�ҳઑ৬�োѾژ�חغ�

��ܻо�ରפੑߨߑ���ӝࣿਸ�ాೠ�рੋݒ�ߨߑ�ܲ

ਗࢎ�пഋ�ഋక�ನݘਸ�ਃೠ�ࠁ�णٙݒ�ࢎ�۽ਊೠח�Ѫ�۞

ೠ��٣ణ�ನݘҗ�ಕੋҗ�োѾפؾ���ೞ݅�ಕੋ�

�ഝࢿച۽�दпചחغ�ನࠁݘ�؊�݆�Ѫਸ�ഝࢿചदఃؘח�ಕੋ

�о�ରਗ�٣ణ�ನݘ�അ�ೠ҅ܳ�ֈযࢶ�rӒѪ�s��

ਃೠ�ࠗ࠙ਸ�ରפ��ഥചח��ನݘ�ೡ�ࣻ�হߨߑ�חਵ۽�ղ

ೠ�ই�ઓۿ�അपਸ�Ӓ߈�۽פ�

ഥചীࢲ�؊�ਃೞѱ�ਊೞח�दп�ѐ֛ਵ۽�ಞѼ�ੌ߈ਵ۽�

न�ࣘೠࢎ�ഥ৬ޙ�ചࠗ۽ఠ�ೱਸ߉�णפ��࢝ױ�חചоࢲ�ন�

ઁ�ۿޛ��פणۋী�೧�ঌҊ�֥࠙ࠗ�ܲ�بࢲݶ�ഥച�эਵ܁֢ݽ�

न�সࢲ�بন֢ݽ�܁�ഥച৬�ҙ۲غ�যਵݴ�࢝ױ�חചо�

ী�೧�೧ೞҊ�रחҊ�աغҗ�ਲ਼࠙ࠗ�ڃ�যߧച�ӏޙ�ઁ

णઁ��פо�ఐҳೠ�࠙ঠ୍�ח�оझా߄�ङܰۄ	(BTUPO�#BDIFMBSE�

���������
ޙ�ҳ�t࢚ކо�ӝషuীࢲ�хਸ߉�ওणפ��r߈લೞ�

	UP�LOFBE
sࣚ�חਵ۽�ೞח�সਸ�ೞݴ��חࢎز�оܖա�షܳ�

�Ѫী�೧�ফח݅�ࠁ�Ѫחࠁ�חܰۄङ߄��פ�ॳੑ۽धী�ߑ�חܖ

ӝೞҊ�रয�೮ਵݴ�׀�חҗ�ब࢚�োҙ࢚ࢶীࢲࢲ�নױ�ಞੋ�

Ӕחࠁ�ҕрхҗ�ز�хп�҃җ�؊�োҙغয�णز��פইदই

�ഥച�Ӕߨ�ୢпী�೧ܰ�ѱ�ъઑೠח�Ѫਸߊ�ѼೞҊ�Ѫ

�ઁо࢝ױ�ച৬�ҙ۲ೞৈ�֤ೞҊ�र؍�ੑפ�

ইܻی�֢ې�	����
������பߡझী�ইܾ�����Y��DN�	৽ଃ

�,PSFBO�8IJUF�दܻૉ��������~ইܻی�֢ې��য়ܲଃ�ೞࠗױী�ਤ�	য়ܲଃ
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-+��ই౭झоغ�ӝ�ী�ৠझಌ٘�	5IF�6OJWFSTJUZ�PG�0YGPSE
ী

णغ�ਸ�ରਊೞѱޙ�ࢲ۽�ࠄ��৵�ਗפ�ҕ೮णܳࢎ��അࢲ

 өפ�Ѫੑחഥ৬�ҙ۲�ࢎ�ҳࢲ�न�ӝরٜҗ� өפ

4.  ח�ౠ�ഥചܳ܃࠺�ೠ�दпࣿҗ�଼�ӒܻҊۿ�ܲ��

�חఖೞࢶ�оઁ��פ�ҙब�णؘ�ח�ٜ�р�ਲ਼ਸ�Ցযղࢎ

۠�ٜࣁ���ӝ�ࢎ৬�ҙ۲�ਵݴ�ઙઙ�ౠ߹�ઁ�द�ࣗ৬

�ҙ҅ীࢶ�ۄٮ�ఖغӝب�פ��ܳ�ٜݶ�୭Ӕ�ܻীࢲ�ঌ߬ܰ�ު

	"MCFSU�$BNVT�����m����
�ಿਸ�ӝ߈ਵ۽�दܳ�ೠ��ण

(BTUPO�(BMMJNBSE	�тܻ݃ܰח�ࢲ���दীפ����������
�ୡ

ೠ�����֙ژ��פ�r#PPL�1BJOUJOHs�दܻૉ�সਸ�೮ण۽ਵ߈ਸ�ӝࠄ౸

ীࢲ�ীࢲ�दо�ؘח�Ӓٸ�ࣁ���חӝ৬ࣁ���ӝ�ୡ�ೠҴী�

೧ࢲ�নੋী�೧�ॳੋ�଼ٜ۽�সਸ�೮णפ��ٸ�ٜ�ఋನӒ

ࢎ�җ࢚࢝�חҊۄо�ೠ�Ѫઁ��פਸ��ঋওणࣚ�חೖա�٣ੋীې

ૉܳ߄�ԲҊ��Ӓܽ�ഥച�۽ೠ�Ѫੑפ��۞ೠ�ীࢲ�ఫझ

ٜݒ��ਃೠ�ӝ۽�ਊפ��

-&'5��4POH�PG�"SJSBO�	����
������BDSZMJD�PO�DBOWBT�����Y��DN
3*()5��4PVSDFT�GPS�UIF�TFSJFT�,PSFBO�8IJUF������	4POH�PG�"SJSBO�JT�CPUUPN�SJHIU


Ӓۧणઁ��פ�স�ٜࣗ�ӝরٜҗ�ҙ۲�ਸ�ࣻ�णפ��ೞ

݅�ױۄҊ�ೡ�ࣻ��ѐੋੋ�ӝরۄҊ�ೡ�ࣻח�হणפ��

�חпী�ࢤ�ઁ��פ�ೖೞ۰Ҋ�ח�ҙա�ѐੋੋ�ઁޖ�ցח

ҕधsӟ�ೞ࠺�r۽�ӝর�ਵઁ��פ�Ѫ�эणחۢ�সೞࢎ

݅�ౠೠ࢚�ട�ӝݾ�۾ೞ�୶ҳࣿ�ػ�য়ػې�ӝמਸ�хউೡٸ��

ઁ�ח�ಿਸ�ӝ۾ച�ੌઙਵࢤ�۽пೞҊ�रणݒ��פ࠺�ബਯੋ�

ӝ۾ചۄҊ�ೡ�ࣻ�ਵݴ���r࣠s�ഋకࣿ�۽ਸࢤ�пೞҊ�रয�

ೠҊ�ੌী�ফӝ೮؍�Ѫҗ�োҙغয�णפ�

delete: (Gaston……1975). Insert: korean words for a ‘publishing house’ or ‘publishers’
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ఫझ৬�ୡਘࢿ

যٜױ�৬�ػѼߊ�न�স��+-��दпੋ�Ѫҗ�য�ਃ

ࣗܳ�ইܰח�Ѫ�эण֙������פী�അоٜ�ఫझ�সҗ�ҙ۲

ೠ�~߷�ਤী�Ӗॳӝ��അࣿ�ীࢲױ�য৬�଼�חۄ�ਸ�ࣿೞ࣑

 өפ�णࢿन�সҗ�ౠ߹ೠ�ҙ۲���଼ؘח

4.��ઁо�ҙब�ח�Ѫ�rఫझs৬�rхsࢎ�োҙפੑࢿ��য�

�rUFYUsח�rUFYFSF	
sױ�חۄযীࢲ�ۄ�ػࢤ౯যੋ�rUFYUVT	ઑ
s

ীࢲ�ਬױ�ػېযੑפ��ޙ�ٚݽ�חച�ഋకޙ�חച�োҙٜࢿࠂ�

ೠ�֎ਕա�ઑ�উীࢲ�ӝמਸ�ࣻ೯ೠח�Ѫਸࠁ�ৈસפ��۞�

ೠ�য�ਬޙ�חېച�ഋకٜ߄�ङܰۄ�r߈લೞӝsۢ�חೞߑ�

Ѫҗ�э�ࣚਸ�ॄٜ݅�ࢲযݴ�ѾҴ�rхsחۄ�Ѫਸࠁ�ৈસפ�

�ೞޙ���ঌ߳פਊࢎ��ঌ߳ਸࢲ�ఫझചೞӝ�ਤ೧חࢲনীࢲ

աܻࣗ�חী�೧�दпਵ࢚�۽ೞח�ࢎ�۽ਊݒ�ݴغ�নधചػ�

୶࢚ੋ࢚�ੑפ��ౠ�ੋࣧػ�ঌٜ߳�Ӓ۞ೠؘ�ޙ��҅ח�

Ӗॳӝ�о�पઁח۽�दпҊ�rҳઑੋs�যחۄ�Ѫਸ�ѱ�פ

�ट�ղਊਸޖ�নٜݽ�ڃदೞҊ�যޖ�নਸݽ�ٜޙ�ח�ܻ۽߄��ҍ

ೞחࢤ�пೞѱפؾ���Ѿҗਵ۽�ҳف�যੌ�חઙ�ݴغ��

���rঌ߳פؾ��दп�хп�؊��ਤܳ�ೞѱࠁട࢚�ੋ߈ੌ

धs�ࢶҊ�ܻࢳ࠙�ݴੋࢎ�Ҋܳ�۰ೞҊ�Ӓ�Ѿҗ�ॳӝ

۱מ�ਸ�ా೧�ܳ�୶࢚ചೞҊ�Ҋदఇਵۿ�ॄ۽�୶ۿਸ�җಣ

оೞח�Ѿҗܳ�ձওणפ�

��न�Ӗॳӝפਊೞ�ঋওणࢎ��ঌ߳ਸ۽�ాਵחࢲইदইীز

�ೞӝ৬݈�࢚�೦۽۞��Ӓפ�೮ण۽ਵ߈ܳ�ӝޙ৬�Ӓܿޙ�ח

ॳӝܰ�חѱ�ੋधغणפ��Ѿҗਵ۽�Ӗॳӝח�೦࢚�ܳ�݅٘

ীٜۈࢎ�ইदইز��פणغ��rхsചߔݺ�؊�Ҋغ��Ѫҗ�োҙח

ѱ�ഥചоڙ�э�ࠠب�חۄҳܳࢎ�ਊೞࢲ�חܳ�ನೣೞח�Ѫ�ো

ݶ߈��פীࢲ�নীחࢲ�ਗӔߨ�दػ�ې�Ӗॳӝח�ܻࢎޑ��

दझమ�উীݒ�ࢲ�ೠੋ�ࠗ࠙݅ਸ�ରೞѱغ�णפ��ࣻ�ח

ച۽�܄܉ਬ�ӝߨ	USPNQF�MsPFJM
ਸࢎ�ਊೞৈ�աޠо৬�ਸ�Ӓ۰�

��ח���दܻૉפ�दܻૉ�সਸ�ೠ��णחয�୍ܳ�݅٘ױ

ೠӖਸ�ೞਸٸ��ীѱ�ೠӖ�ҕрীߓ�݄�ػӝۢࠁ�ৈࢲ�

সೞѱغ�णפ�

ੌ�۽ਵݾ�ন�ഥച�ҙҗ�э�दпചࢲ��rӖॳӝsܳח�ࢲۄٮ

ೞҊ࢚�ടਸ࢚�ػੋ�ࣗী�֢߈�दпҊ�ୢхੋࠁ��ഛো

ೠ�Ӓޖ�ਵ۽�Ҋೞח�Ѫী�ҙब�णפ��ח�ೠחژ�࢚࢝��ই�

ੋೠ࢝�ઑա�హٜ࢚࢝�ਸࢎ�ਊפ��ܳ�ా೧�Ӗ৬҃ߓ��рࢶ�

ੋ�Ӗ࢚ా�ח�ೞ۾ب�औѱ�Ӗਸ�੍ਸ�ࣻ�ॄ۽ѱ�ೣਵܖೠ�ઑܳ�ݺ

ॳӝߑ�धҗח�ই࢚�ೠ�ബҗܳ�ࠛ۞ੌਵఈઁ��פ�Ӗॳӝ߄�חఔী�

൚ࣻغযࠁ�Ѣա�Ӓࠗ۽ఠݽ�णਸ�٘۞ղח�Ѫ�эইژ��פੑࠁ�ೠ�Ӗ

ٜਸ�যաয়۾ب�সೞӝޙٸ�ী�х�ബҗо�ݴ�ݶী�Ӓܿ

ܳ�ܻ٘ӝө�פ��ߨߑ��Ӗٜ�rӒѪ�sਸ�ъઑೞѱפؾ���

൜܂ѱب�ೠӖࢲ�নޙ��ഋక৬�э�ঌ߳ध�ҳઑܳפڼ���

ೠҴੋٜ�ঌ߳җ�ޙܳز�दীࢎ�ਊೠ�Ԩػ��Ѫ�эؘ��

�ೠҴੋ�ध�҅ী�যڃ�ೱਸ�ଢ଼ח�ޙਸ�ыח�Ѫ�оо�

Ҋפࠇ���

Ӓ۞ա�ࣿف��ѐ�ী�೧�ਊפ��ӒѪ�ੋ�ӝഐחژ��

٘ࢲ۽�ӝبמ�݅�যځೠ�൨ա�ীց�ઙੋ࠺�۽ܨਵ۽

��о�ਃೠ�ఐҳࢲীޙӝী�Ѧ�ੋࣁ���դפ�णبמ�ӝࢲ

�ೞաח�Ѣٚݽ��Ѫ�ӝഐחۄ�Ѫੑפ��ܻ�חоҕػ�rഅपsী�

೧�Ӕೡ�ࣻ�হਵࢎ�ݴഥౣ�חۄਸ�ా೧ࢲ�೦࢚�ഥ೧ঠ�ۄٮ��פ

ࢲ�ܻٚݽ�ח�Ѫਸפ�	'SJFESJDI�8JMIFMN�/JFU[DIF����������


о�݈ೞ٠�rҙsਵੋ�۽धೡ�ࣻ߆ী�হणפ��о�ഛपೠ�ӝഐޙ�חۄ

Ҋࢤ�пػࢎޑ��פ�Ѿҗޛ�प৬�ਵ۽�ӟೞѱ�োѾغয�

Ҋࢤ�пೞࢲ�חন�Ҋਬݫ�दझ	NJNFTJT
�ੋ�ҙীٸ�ࠅ�ࢲ�

ܻо�৻Ҵয݈�۽ೞѢա�Ӗਸ�ॶٸ��যځೠ�Ѫী�ೠױ�যٜ�о�

ਸ�աఋ࢚�पઁ�ח�ޙ��Ѫਸ�ా೧�ঌ�ࣻ�٠חо�݆ٸ�ܳ

ղח�Ѫ�ইפת��Ӓܿ�উীޙ�ܳ�बਵઁ�ॄ۽�ಿ�۠ۿ��

ӝמীࢲ�दפ��

ೞ݅�ઁ�সܲ�ژ��ஏݶ�ࣿߣ�ف�૩�ରਗਵٜ�۽যоח�Ѫੑ

ۄೠ�൨ա�ઓী�ೠ�ఐҳځա�যځ�ա�ഋधਸܨ�ӝઓ�࠙ח��פ

Ҋ�ೡ�ࣻ�णפ��ח�ܻࢲ�নੋٜ��ࠗ࠙ী�೧�ੜ�ঠӝೞ�

��פ�णب�Ѫੌ�ࣻח�ফӝೡ�ࣻ�হױ�ب��ই݃פпࢤ�Ҋೠޅ

ܻо��ࠗ࠙ਸ�ӏݺೞ۰Ҋ�ೡٸ��rःҊೣs�rୡਘs�rੋ�Ѫsਸ�ଵחژ�

ઑೞח�Ѫਸࣻ�ࠅ��ؘח�୭Ӕ࠺�ಣ�ۿ�Ѫী�೧�rࢲsחۄ�ਊয

߈ਸ�ӝࢳٚ�рী�ёҙੋ�࠙ޖ���Ӓѱפೞ۰�ݺࢸ�ਊೞৈࢎ�ܳ

ਵ۽�ೠ�ӝഐաࢎ�ഥࣘ�ۅݓ��ࣿ��উীࢲ�ಞೞѱࢎ�ਊࣻ�ؼ�হ

���פ�Ѫ�эणח

ಌद۽�ߥਠ�ઑࢶ��ઑਊೠ�ইஜ�աۄ�	����
������ઙਤী�ࣻ���Y����DN
$IPTPO��5IF�-BOE�PG�.PSOJOH�$BMN�CZ�1FSDJWBM�-PXFMM�	����
������XBUFSDPMPVS�PO�QBQFS���Y����DN
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൞ೣ

�ݒ� өפী�೧�݈ॹ೧�दѷणೣݺ࠙ࠛ�ࢿഐݽ�न�Ӓٜܿ��+-

बೞ݅�ੜࠁ��ঋਵݴ�ডр�݅ࣻ�ࠅ��णפ���যځೠ�

࢝�ઑ࢝ױ�ࢲীۅݓ���۠פ�औ�ঋणب�ӝഐܳ�੍যղӝੋ࢝

ܳ�যڌѱࢤ�пפө �খীࢲ�әೠ߄�৬�э�नࠁ��؏�rधച

���ѐ֛ী�೧�ಿפҊ�೮णधী�ҙब�ߑ�sػҊs�؏�r٘ചغ

ٜҗ�ҙ۲ೞৈ�؊�ࣁೠ�ղਊਸ�ٛҊ�रणפ�

4.��ઁ�ಿীࢲ�ই�࠙ݺೠ�ࠁ�ӝ�൨ٜח�Ѫੑܲ�ژ��פ�

ਃೠ��ಿ�ݶী�ઁ�ൔ�ӝੋ࢝�ݶॹೞन�Ѫী�ೞ݈�חژ�

ഐٜ�Ѣ�হח�Ѫੑפ��ރ�ઁ�חਸ�ઑਊ�ೠ࢚�క۽�ਬद

ఃҊ�रणפ��ز�ח�೯زਸࠁ�ৈח�Ѫী�ҙब�হणפ��ח�

ೠژ��פѱ�ೞҊ�रणܻৢځ�ਸ࢚ݺ�җܿו�ݒ�חо�ӒѪ�ܳ�

അೞӝܳ�ਗઁ��פ�नਸ�അೞחؘ�ח�ҙब�হणࢲۄٮ��פ�

ઁ�ח�ઓܳ�۽ೞח�ൔਸ�хࣗदః۰Ҋ�פ��ח�ࣿਸ�࣠

�ੌઙਵࢤ�۽пೞݴ�Ѫਸ�ܖӝ�ਤ೧ઁ�חࢲо�যڌѱٚߑ�೧о�

উغ�ѱ�೧ঠ�ೠҊࢤ�пפ�

ઁ�Ӓٜܿ�߷ীݺ�ഛೠ�ഋక�۽�Ѧ۰�ঋ݅࢝�சࢎ�ػ�

пഋਵࢲ۽�Ѧ۰�णפ��ೞ݅��פ�Ѫ�൞חпഋ�উী�ࢎ�

খীࢲ�әೠ߄�৬�э��ਘೠ؊�ࢲҮী࠺��Ѫҗחೞۿ�Ѫ�୶חࠁ�

хпӝޙٸ�ী�ח�ա�ఫझܳࠁ�Ѣա�r੍חs۱מ�ਸ�хࣗदః

�धߑ�ػѐୋ�ח��פ�хࣗदఈب۱өמ�חदী�ܻചೞز�ח

ী�Ӓۧѱ�ޙٸ��ӝࣻ�ؼ��٘ചо࢚࢝��פਸ�ఐҳٜߨߑ�חࠁ

ഛೞח�ঋ݅�যڃ�ীࢲ�ח�ಿ�উীױ�ࢲয৬࢚࢝�ౌ�ਸࠇ�

חೞҊ�ࢎ�द۽��ী�೧�ਵח�ಿٜ��ೠ�दܻૉઁ��פ

ؘ�r1BSBHSBQI�1BJOUJOHTs�दܻૉח�पઁ�଼ٜۅױ�ݽ�নਸࢎ�пഋ

�ইܾޛ�хਵ۽�ಕੋசೞৈ�ఫझܳ�Ҋ�ஸ۞�۽ೞणפ

��

ઁ�ೠژ�ಿীח�٘৬�٘�ֈয�rsࢎ��࠙੬�ਵݴ�Ѫ

��ҙब࢝��פੑࢎ࢚�ੋޖ�ооغ�ӝ�ী�хпਸ�ӓ

פ�	ܳ�ٜয��࢝рࡈ��ਤ
��Ӓ۞ա�ੋ�ҙীࠛ�חࢲ࠙ೞ

Ѣա�न܉ೡ�ࣻ�হण࢝��פ�Ѿੌز�ೞѱ�ਬغ�ঋਵݴ�೦࢚�߸

ചפ��ӒѪ݄ݎ��ࣘࢿޛࢎ��ࣘࢿ�ই݈�ઁ��פת࢝�

�য٣ী�ջח�Ѫੑפ��۞ೠౌ��҅ࣘ�ӒܻҊ�ח�दܻૉੋ�

पઁ�଼�ಕী�ఫझٜۅױ�ਸױ�ઑ۽࢝�ࢎ�пഋٜؔ�۽சೠ�

r1BSBHSBQI�1BJOUJOHsী֢�ࢲҎਵ۽�աఋժפ��

ઁ�ۿޛо�݈೮٠ب࢝��٘ী�೧�ѐୋࣻ�ؼ�णઁ�ࢲۄٮ��פ�

সٜ�	݃�ઁझ�ఠ۫	+BNFT�5VSSFMM�C������
ࢸ�সҗ�э
�

ࣽࣻೞҊ�҃҅�হ࢝�חхী�ೠ�ࣻ�ܙ�হח�Էੌ�ࣻب�णפ��ೞ

݅�ח�ഥചܳ�ٜ݅ࢸ�সਸ�ೞ�ঋणפ�

ഥച҅҃�ח৬҅҃ޖ�ࢎ�ীܲ�ࢲ�ઙܨ�߽ٜਸ�ઑࢿೞח�Ѫ�

৻ܳ�ೡ�ࣻ�হणפ���Ѫ�rઓ�ܻsী�ഥചܳ�Ѿೞח�ӝࠄ

ੋ�rѐ֛ࢎ�पsੋ�Ѫੑ࢚֎ܰ��פझ�റࢲ�নࣿ�ਸ�ߓ೧ৡ�ഥച�

धߑ�ٯٯ�ೠ�ࢎпഋݽ�নߡ��ਤী�Ӓܿਸ�Ӓܻח�Ѫ�ହޙ�

э�ୌҕਸ�ٜ݅Ҋ�ೞח�݅ޙٸ�ݎ�ইۄפ�ഥചо�दп�ਬ୶ࢲ۽

�ӝמਸ�ೡ�ࣻ�ח�Ѫਸ�ঌӝੋޙٸ��Ѫ�эणפ���दп�ਬ୶ࢲ۽

�ӝמ�ܻܳ҅҃�ח�ୡਘೡ�ࣻ��חҗ۽ࡧ��ҳރ�ػࢿਸ�оҊ�

҃҅о�ח�Ѫҗ�হח�Ѫ҃�ܳفݽ�ೡ�ࣻ�݅ޛ�ރ�दী�ܻز�

ੋ�҃҅�হח�ইо�ઓೡ�ࣻ�হח�Ѫਸ�ঌҊ�ࢎ�חपੑפ

�ઁ��פੑ࠙ࠗ�ח�ഥചо�पഅೡ�ࣻ�۽धঠ݈ߑ�ߨ���߸ૐ

সীࢲ�ઁ�ח�नܳ�࠙߹�য۰�ࠛഛपࢿ࢚�కী�ח�Ѫਵࠁ�۽

ৈҊ�रणઁ��פоࠁ�ৈח�Ѫ�ѐೞח�ইݶפ�ਊ೧חغ�җ

ী�ח�ഛपೞ�ঋਵ�ݴद�൚ࣻೡ�Ѫ�эইࠁ�ח�ҳ࠙غ�ঋ�ҕ

рী�֬ৈ�णפ�

पઁ۽��rs�Ѫਸࠁ�ৈѢա�दೞח�Ѫ�ࠛоמೠ�ੌੑױ��פ

�ղನೞѢա�աఋյ�ࣻ݅�णפ��חࠁ�ח�Ѫ�যڌѱࢎ�Ҋೞח�Ѫ

җ�োҙ�חী�ೠ�बܻ�दп�োҳী�ҙबਸ�ыѱغ�ण


ഥ�ా֛ࢎ	ࢿ�ౠ�ܻ�दпח��פҗ�ҙ۲ೞৈ�rחࠁ�ѪsۄҊ�

ੋधೞח�Ѫ�যڌѱױ�݄ݎ��बਵࠗ۽ఠݒ��ઁೠػ�ҟߧ�ਤ

ীחغࢿࢤ�ࢲী�೧�ҙबਸ�ыҊ�णפ��� �ੋदঠח�ড��P߆�

ীغ��ঋਵݴ�दঠ�ੌࠗী�Ѧח��ࠗ࠙��Pܳ�ֈ�ঋणפ��

߸�दঠח�ܻਵ࢚�۽ਸ�ഋࢿೞѢա�ઁযೡ�ࣻ�হӝޙٸ�ী�rӔػs

݅ݺࢸ�ػޅ�ੜח�աݠח�r߸�दঠsۄҊ�ܻࠛח�Ѫਵ݅۽�Ӕؾ

ݏ���ୡਸפण߉�؏�য�Ҋ�ೱਸغ�धী�োѾח��߸�दঠפ

�दঠח�٘ী�೧�ాઁݴغ�೦࢚�rఠօ�दঠs�ੌઙژ��פؾ�ೠ�

ܻ�दঠח�rҕр�ࣻsۄҊ�ܻࠛח�Ѫী�೧�Ѿݴغ�Ѫ�ܻ

о�दঠীࢲ�؊�݆Ѣա�ࢎ�ࠗࣁ�೦ਸ�ӝ۾ೞח�ҟ�ӝמਸ�

�r֫�ҕр�חࠁ�۶ೠ�оܻ৬�҃҅ܳڢ�ח�दঠݏ���ୡਸפ

sী�ҙೠ�Ѫ݅�߸�दঠٚݽ�ח�दঠ�ղীࢲ�ѢசҊ�ੌ߈ੋ�ҙ҅

�ഋకܳࠁ�ৈח�rծ�ҕр�sী�োҙ�णפ���

۞ೠ��ҙब�ઁо�դद۽�కযլח�Ѫҗ�ҙ۲�ਸ�ࣻب�ण

ࢤ��ঋҊ�ৈ۞�ѐ�ୡݏ�ী�ೞա�ୡ݄ݎ�׀�ઁ��פ

Ӥઁ�ۿޛ��פ�উ҃��Ѿೣਸ۽߄�݅�ઁࢤ�пী�۞ೠࢎ�प�

ઁо�оࢲ۽�ҙबਸ�ыח�Ѫী�ೱਸ�ՙ�Ѫ�эणפ��যઁ�ݶо�

ٜ݅۰Ҋ�ೞח�rࢲsо�rծ�ҕр�s�ٜۄҊ�ೡ�ࣻب�णפ

�ীޙٸ�ӝغ��ӒѪ�बݶ�Ѫী�दп�ܳ�ӝڃ��ܻо�য

Ӓٜ�߸�दঠী�ೠ�ѪۄҊ�ೡ�ࣻח�হ݅�݈ੑפ��߸�दঠח�

ػ�ҙबਸޗ�दః݅�Ӓݒ�ࢲې�ਃೠ�Ѫੑפ�

଼Ѣܻ������଼�հী�ইܾ���Y��DN�	ೠҴࣘഥച�ఎ۽Ӓ�ࠗࣁ��ղਊ

$IBFLHPSJ������BDSZMJD�QBJOU�PO�CPPL�QBHF���Y��DN�
%FUBJM�PG�POF�QBHF�PG���GSPN�B�DBUBMPHVF�PG�,PSFBO�GPML�QBJOUJOH�
5IF�UFYU�CFMPX�UIF�JNBHF�IBT�CFFO�QBJOUFE�PWFS�XJUI�BDSZMJD�QBJOU��"O�FYBNQMF�PG�B��1BSBHSBQI�1BJOUJOH�
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ۅݓ

-+���חन�rৈߔ	WPJE
sҗ�rҙ҅	SFMBUJPOTIJQ
sܳઁޙ��ә೮؍�

Ѫী�೧�ҙब�णפ��ಿ�ࠛ࠙ೣݺ�ৈߔ�ѐ֛җ�ҙ҅о�

ী�ࣿ�Ѫ�അחѼೞ۰Ҋ�ೞߊ��оܳ۽࢜��ਃؘחпೞࢤ�Ҋ

যࢲ�ਃೠ�गੑפ��֙�����ח�ഐঐѓ۞ܻীࢲ�°ജ�ഥҊ±

ਸ�����֙�ܻࣿҙীࢲ�°ೠҴࣿ�ৈߔߊ�Ѽ±�١ਸ�ӝദ೮

णפ��ജ	C������
�স�݅թҗ�ҙ҅�ਵ۽�ਃডפؾ���

ࣿী�যࢲ�ৈߔ�नҗܲ��যו�Ѫ�݅թী�೧�ٜ݅যࢤ�ח

�ജ�Ӓ۰�Ѫҗ�Ӓ۰�ঋ�ࠗ࠙חҊ�݈ೞۄ�ҕрࢿ�৮ࢿ

җ�৮ࢿ�ࠗ࠙�ӒܻҊ�উҗ߆��ҕрٜࢎ��ҙ҅ా�ܳઁޙ�೧�

ҕݺ�ҕрਸ�ହઑ೧৳णפ��۞ೠࢎ�Ҋߑध�ೠҴࣿ�ࢲ�নࣿ

җ�Ӕࠄਵחܰ�۽�Ѫਸࠁ�ৈસפ��ো���ӝࠄਵ۽�

ৈѹز�חন�୍ী࠺�೧ࢲ�ҳࢎ�ഥੋ�חр�ब�ѐߊਸ�ਤೠب�ҳ۽

Ҋझब�۽�חܖ�ࢲন�୍ীࢲ�ߔ��ৈפਊ೧৳णࢎ��োਸࢲ

৬�ਬۿޛীחغ࠺��ইदই�оҙਸݺࢸ�ೞח�೨ब�ਊযੑפ��

�ѱ܂࢜��rಣsਸ�ݴೞ�оٙೠ�Ѫਸ�۽য�݅�ইೣਵ࠺�ೠژ

�ೞӝੋ�ҕрਸ�ࢤ�חೞױदী�Ӓ�҃҅৬�ରܳ�ഫز�חѱ�ೞࠁ

ച৬ޙ��അ�दпחҊ�ܻࠛۄഥuࢎ��tझಖఠߔ�ৈח��פ�ب��

�ח��ࢲী�যࣿ��അחѺೞҊ�ݾ��җਸ٣য৬�

ѐ֛ۄҊࢤ�пפ��۠��కب৬�ҙ۲ೞৈ�नҗ�ജࢎ�

�ਬࢿࢎਸ�ਸ�ࣻ�णפ�

4.��֙�����ח�؍۠�߈ীࢲ��ജ�दܳࠄ��ӝর�

णפ��Ӓ�दী�Ӓо�ॵ�Ӗٜ�ੌࠗܳ�੍�ب�णפ��ӒܻҊ�

Ә�ח�ৈӝ�ೠҴী�णפ��যڃ�Ӗীࢲ�ജٚݽ��Ѫীޑ�ೞ

Ҋ�൞ೠ�࢝�ઓೞݴ�ח�Ӓ�য࢝�ڃӭب�بਵ٘ف�۽۞�

ঋח�Ѫਸ�ೠݴ�ೠҴ�զॿী٘ف�۞ח�п�݁ೣਸݺࢸ�ೠ�

�ण��פद�ജ�Ѫਸ�t࠙بݺࢶ�ػ�ࠗೠ�ઓ�ൔٜ

��ജפ೮णݺࢸ�Ҋۄ�ੌઙuݺೠ�ҕޖ�ח�উхਸ�ফӝೞחܻ

�݈ೞӝ࢚ܳݺ��ܳࣁ�ೠ�࢚ࠛ߈�ତ�хӟ׀�ীࣻ�ࠅ�ࢲ�٠�ೠҴ

ੋٜ��рੋ�Ѫਸ�જইೠҊ�೮णפ��ജ�Ѫ�ࠛഛ

ೠకੋ�Ѫਸ�࢚��ಞউೠ؊�ঁ഻�ࠁনੋীѱࢲ��ೠҴੋীѱࢿ

Ҋ�೮ਵݴ�ઁо�ঌҊ�ח�ೠ�Ѫز�ইदই�୍җ�ࣿ�࠙ঠীࢲ�

rৈߔ	WPJE
s�ਃࢿਸ�פ��ഥചী࠼�ࢲ�Ѫ�эইࠁ�ח�ҕр�

ਫ਼۱�ܻೞҊ�ח�Ҕੑפ���חन�݈ೠ�t࠺য�݅�ইೣ

ਵ۽�оٙೠuחۄ�അ�ଵ�જणפ��یझ�୍�Ҵ�ੋ�

ࣻیই�ܻূ	'SBO䜈PJT�+VMMJFO�C������
�ৈߔ	WPJE
�tҕӝܳ�ా

ೞѱ�ೞݴ�ҕݺೞѱ�ೠ�uۄҊ�೮णפ��ӒѪ�ҕݺೞח�рѺѢա�ց

о�р�ҕޖ�झ۞؋߸�ೞѱ�पೞ݅�ࠗೞҊ�ֈ݅ݺ࠙�ޖ

рযࣽ�ױ�ࢲೞѱۄࢎ�Ҋ�ഃפ��ӒѪ�݅ೣਸ�ਬೞߑ�ח

�оо�഻חف�sীࢿ�rࠛഛप۽��ೠҴী�ৡ�റ�ాਵפ�بӝߨ

ঁ�ח�Ѫਸ�ӵ׳ওणפ�

ژ��פ�Ѫੑחೞ�ঋ�Ѫ�؊�ਃೞݺ�ഛपೞҊ�࠙ࠁೠ�Ѫݺ࠙

��ೠҴਸ�פ�Ѫੑח�ਃೞࠁ�Ѫח�Ѫ�ইחܰݽ�۽�ܲ�ח

ޙߑ�ೠ�റ�োҳೠ�ःҊೣҗ�അࣿী�ೠ�ޙ�ীࢲ�ח�ೠҴ�

��ѐח�ݶ��৵ջೞפन�Ӗਸ�ನೣदௌण�٘ী�ೠࠁ�ࣿ

֛җ�ःҊೣࢎ�ী�োҙࢿ�Ҋࢤ�п೮ӝפੑޙٸ���ೞ݅�Ә

�Ӓۧѱ�рױೞҊࢤ�пೞ�ঋणפ��ःҊೣחۄ�ѐ֛ރ�җ�

ഒ�ܻ࠙۽�ػҊझ�बী�ӝ߈ਸݶ߈��פن��rৈߔ	WPJE
s�ੌਗ

�ࢲചীޙ�рਸ�Ҋ۰ೠੋ�ࢲ۽न�݈ೠ�Ѫҗ�э�ো�ੌࠗ�ݴۿ

աৡ�Ѫ�Ӓ߈�о�ইۄפҊࢤ�пפ�

-+��ౠೠ�୍ա�о�ࣿоٜࠗ۽ఠ��ೱਸ߉��ࠗ࠙�णפө  

E�3VTDIB&	ࢥܖ��ী٘ࢲन�ಿী�C������
�ಿҗ�ਬࢿࢎਸ�

ਸ�ࣻ�ؘחਃ��

4.��Ӗ्�ઁо�ࣻیই�ܻউ	'SBO䜈PJT�+VMMJFO
ਸ�ә೮ؘח�୭Ӕ�

ীѱݒ��ਃೠ࢚ࢎ�ооغ�Ҋ�ೡ�ࣻ�ѷणפ��Ӓ࢚ࢎ��ઁ�

�ҙח�ܻо�ҕਬೞژ�ੋޖ�ೠ�࢚�ച৬ޙ�न�ࣘೠ�ചܳޙ

ޖ�ੋ�ঌ�ࣻ�ب�۾ب৬સפ��ܻউ�r	RJ
sࢲ�חژ�নীࢲ�

ߣ�۽ೞח�rऀ�ܿs�rݺࢤ�ীցs೮णݺࢸ�sਸݺ�rन�ҕחژ�

নੋٜ�ঌҊ�ࢲ�ച�ഐ൚ী�ೠ�ੋधਸޙ�ইदইز�ח��ઁ�פ

�ݶഃ�۽ࢎ���rऀsীפणغ�ѱ�೧ೡ�ࣻ�ѱܰ�৬҃�ח

ݴ�Ѫؼ�оо�೧ޖ�חചೡ�ࣻ�হ࢚�ࠁ�ח�ঋח�زۄҊ�

ೞח�Ѫ�؊ݏ�ਸ�Ѫੑפ��

оٜী�ҙ۲೧ࢲ�ীѱ�Բળ�ೱਸ�ՙ�о߬�ৃޖࢎ�ח

	4BNVFM�#FDLFUU����������
ۄҊ�ೡ�ࣻ�݅�ܾா	3BJOFS�.BSJB�

3JMLF����������
�ਘ۞झ�झ౭࠵झ	8BMMBDF�4UFWFOT����������
�

�ୖۆ	1BVM�$FMBO����������
�ঌ߬ܰ�ު	"MCFSU�$BNVT�

���������
�চ۠�৬எ	"MBO�8BUUT����������
�झૉః	%��5��

4V[VLJ����������
���୭Ӕী�ٜযפয়ܵځ�ب�оٜܲ�ݻݻ��١

��4FCBME)�8	٘ߊࣁ��)�8����������
�.VSBLBNJ	ఃܖ�ೞۄޖ�

)BSVLJ�C������
�ؘୖ�٘࠺	%BWJE�.JUDIFMM�C������
�э�ࣗࢸ

оٜب�णܲ�ژ��פ�ଵҊೡ݅ೠ�ਃ�ੋޛ�Ҵ��౭߬৬�

۽�൜חҮ�оܰஜਸ�ਊೞࠛ�۽ਵߨߑ�ઙҮੋ࠺�ݴҮ�थ۰ࠛࢶ

�଼ٜਸ�ࢲೠ�झ౭۞ୖߓ�࠵	4UFQIFO�#BUDIFMPS�C������
��פੑ

ചоٜਸ�Ԟݶ�խ݅�ചоੋ�ੌة��ঌӝ�بѪޖী�೧�ইࣿ�

झܰ࠺��ܻ�ܻ٘	$BTQBS�%BWJE�'SJFESJDI����������
ਸࢎ�

��פणغ��Ӓۧ݅�Ә�৵�Ӓ۠ܳ�؊�ੜ�ঌѱب��ইפ೮णی

+PTFQI�.BMMPSE�8JMMJBN�5VSOFS	�Ҵ�խ݅�о�ఠցژ������

����
৬�ஶझ�ఠ࠶	+PIO�$POTUBCMF����������
�दझۆ�Ҋ�ب

߬ஶ	'SBODJT�#BDPO����������
݃�ח۽Ҵ�оٜ��פ�णب

۽�झ	.BSL�3PUILP����������
BSOFUU�/FXNBO#	ݢ�֔߄��

���������
�ইӒ֎झ�݃౯	"HOFT�.BSUJO����������
җ�ৃझਕझ�

ுܻ	&MMTXPSUI�,FMMZ�C������
о�णפ�
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ইӒ֎झ�݃౯	"HOFT�.BSUJO
�ೠٸ�ݎ�ܳࢎпೡ�ࣻ�Ҋ�ৈ҂

�ীޙٸ��যܻӝ؊�ݴ�Ҵੋח೧�࠺�ؘח৬�ࣗী�ࣘ೧ࣁ�؍

Ӓۧѱࢤ�пೡ�ࣻח�হ݅�Ӓ֗ח�ীѱ�ೠ�хਸ�સפ��ೞ

݅�ই݃ب�ীѱ�о�хਸ�ח�ই౭झ�חҴੋੋ�ী٘ࢥܖ�	&E�

3VTDIB
ੌפܵݽ�ب��Ӓо�दпੋߨߑ�ਵ۽�ఫझܳࢎ�ਊೞݴ�

���ӒܻҊ�୭Ӕীפیࢎ��Ѫਸחо�Ө�সਸ�ೞ�بࢲݶਵ

JPSHJP�.PSBOEJ)	٣ۆݽ��ઑܰয়ࢲীࢲ����������
�दܳࠁ�ѱ�

�ѱܻৢځ���ઁ�সٜী�Ӓ�ಿٜ�݃ա�ਃೠؘܳחغ

೮णפ���दܳࠄ��റޙ�ച�ਬࢿࢎ�൜۽بઁޙ��ঌѱغ�ण


PSBOEJ.	٣ۆݽ���ઙઙפ�ಿݒ��rࢶ	;FO
sۄҊ�ೞઁ�ؘח�

о�ঌӝز�۽ইदইী�೧�൞߅ೠ�धҗ�ҙब�ۈࢎ�؍җ�ҙ۲ೞ

ৈ�ۧѱ�݈ೠח�Ѫޖ�ਸ�ೡөਃ ࢲ�ҳ�rࢶ	;FO
s�धী�

ೠࠁ�ಞੋ�ੋр�࢚ۄҊ�ೡ�ࣻ�णפ��ӒѪী�ೠ�যൃо�হ

ਵ۽�ܻࢲ�নੋٜ�ੌࠄযױ�যܳݺࢸ�۰࠽�ೡ�ࣻ߆ী�হח�Ѫ�

൜܂णפ��৵�Ӓ۠ী�ח�൜ܳ�ыणפ��

�ѐ֛�ਃࣗۄפ�ই݅ࡺഥചী�ೠ�োѾ࢚�୶חन�ಿٜী��+-

ٜ�ഒغয�ח�Ѫ�ҙ��פؾन�ಿٜਸ�যڌѱ�ೡ�ࣻ�

णפө �ѐ֛ੋоਃ �ইݶפ�୶࢚ੋоਃ 

4.��Ӗ्ਃ�FOSJ�3PCFSU(	ࢬٍ�ࣄܰ݃�ח�פച�ਤ�ਵࣽױ�

.BSDFM�%VDIBNQ����������
җ�݃۽�झࢎ�ܳ�݅աѱ�೧ח�

Ѫী�ҙब�Ҋ�݈ೞҊ�रणפ���ח�rѐ֛ੋs߈�җ�୶࢚

�rःҊೣsفݽ�ী�ҙब�णࢲۄٮ��פ�ޙী�ೞઁ�ݶ�সী�

rѐ֛ੋs�ஏݶ�࠙ݺ�݅�rѐ֛sੌ݅ࡺ��ইػ҃߸�ۄפ�ध࢚�

కੋ�ੌઙݺࢤ�ীցী�ҙब�Ҋ�ೡ�ࣻ�णژ��פೠ�ח�ഥച

�rࣽࣻࢿsਸ��ঋਵݴ�ೞҊ�౸ٸ�ؼױীݒ�ܲ�חܳ�ఐҳೞ

ী࠳�ইח�ઓೞ�ࢲী�ڃ��যפпࢤ�Ҋ�ҡଳب�Ѫח

�Ѫחܳ�r௸ۨsೞ�Ѫ�חী�ઁо�ೞޙٸ��Ѫӝחఖೞࢶ�ࢲ

�r݅٘חs�Ѫ�ইۄפҊ�݈ೡ�ࣻ�ח�Ѫী�೧�ੋ࢚ਸ߉�ওणפ��

��פ�Ԩ�rѐ֛ੋs�җ�эणחпীࢤ�ઁ
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�ఃझؘܻٜ���

�җݶী�ച�ౠ�ݶച�ಣ࢝ױ�ח�ഥച�दܻૉ۽࢜�न��+-

�۱�ѐੑೡ�࢚࢚ࣻ�ࠁ���ಿٜפदௌणݾ�ఫझܳ�ޙ

ח�ҕрט�যլҊࢤ�пೞؘחਃ��ചী۰࠽�ࢲৡ�ח�۽�

�ఫझо�଼ػਊࢎ���ಿٜীפੑٜݶ�یࢎ�ח�ఃझೞٜۈࢎ

ݾ�ର৬�ੋؙझ�ࠗ࠙ীח۰৳࠽�ࢲ�Ѫਸ�ঌ�ࣻ�णפ��ചীࢲ�о

ઉৡ�৬�ఫझࢎ��ҙ҅ח�ܻীѱ�ৈ۞�ҙबਸ�ՑযղҊ࢚�

��৬ܰ�ച�Ѧו���Ӓؘ۠�ೡܻ٘פणث۱ਸ�࢚࠘ఃझؘ��

ٜܻ	,JTT�NF�EFBEMZ
�	����
ܳ�ౠ߹�द�ઁݾਵࢶ�۽ఖೠ�ਬо�

חਃ ژ��যߨߑ�ڃਵ۽�৬�ఖझܳ�ରਊ೮Ҋ�ߣ�୭न�

҃�৬�ఫझ�ҙ҅о�যڌѱחغ�ী�೧�ٛҊ�रणפ��

"MUFSFE�4UBUFT�PG�$POTDJPVTOFTT�	����
ী�ରਊػ�ച��աח�Ѿߔೞ�	����
�झ�
$SPQQFE�TUJMM�GSPN�UIF�NPWJF�"MGSFE�)JUDIDPDL�T�5P�$BUDI�B�5IJFG�	����
�VTFE�GPS�UIF�QBJOUJOH�"MUFSFE�4UBUFT�PG�$POTDJPVTOFTT�	����


4.��ച�۽�স೧�ৡ�ח�Ԩغ�णפ��ചࣁ���חӝ�

Ѧೠ�ࣿ�ഋध݅�ח�ഛप�ഥച�҃੬ࠁ�ח۽࢚��ঋणפ

��ӒܻҊ�פ۱ੑݒ�ױ�ৈ۞�Үରٜ�ࢎ���ഥച৬�ച

Ә�٣ణ�ഄݺਵੋ�۽೧فݽ��ইզ۽Ӓݒ�ੋ�ച৬�ഥചח�؊�оө

ਕפੑࠁ��٠��ח�ઙઙ�٣ణ�ࣗझࠗ۽ఠ�ܴਵઁ�۽ػ�ച�

ؘחܳ�оઉয়�Ӓ�ח�য়۰��೯೧�٣ణ�ࣁ۽झ۽�

ੋ೧�r࢚ࣚsغҊઁ�ࢲۄٮ��ಿژ�ೠ�٣ణ�ഋకী�ӓ�ଵৈೞѱפؾ�

झо�ӝ҅ਵࣁ۽�٣ణ�ۄٮ�ীೣࢎࠂ�۽ب࢚�ౠ�ծ�೧ח��

��פ�ਸ�જইח�ചਸ�ೞदః۽

ژ�ೠ�݃�ࠗఠ٣࠺�য়ܳ�ٜ݅য�৳ؘחਃ��೦ઁ�࢚�दഥী٣࠺�ח

য়�সਸ�ನೣೞ۰Ҋ�֢۱ೞӝী�ߣ�ѓ۞ܻ߄�హ�दীبࢲ�ೞա

ೠ�ݺ�ਬ۽�୫ೠ�ఃझनਵ۽ۄݫ�ب�����פ�ੑੌࠁࢶ�ܳ

ҋ�����֙��അӝૐ	7FSUJHP
�ীࢲ�୶ೠ�ૣ�ठܖ�࣌ݽ۽�݀

	MPPQ�PG�B�DMJQ
�ೠੋؗ�۽�ந࠺ܽڦ��ҳݨਸ�ా೧ࠁ�ח�ಿ

��Ѫחী�Ӕೞݒ�߈�दп�ӝ۽धਵߑ��rഥചsח�ب��ই݃פੑ

эणפ��ౠ�ചਸࢶ�ഐೞ݅�ח�ഛप�٣ణ��х

җ࢚࢝�ী�ҙब�णژ��פೠ�ز�ח࢚�ٜਸ�औѱࢠ�݂ೡ�

ࣻ�ח�Ѫ�જणࢲۄٮ��פ�যݶ�ڃীࢲ�ח�ഥചܳ�সೡٸ�৬�

٣য়�স�э࠺�۽धਵߑ�ೠੌز�दр�ӝݒ�߈ܳ�সೞҊ�णפ��

߄�ߣహ�दী܂࢜�חࢲѱ�ঌಁ�גܖօਸ�ۨ۽��ೠ�ঌܖ

तೠ�ઁܳ�ఐҳೞ݅�ജ�ҕ࠺�৬ࢲ��ഥചীפੑࠁࢶ��ઑпਸג

р�ইצ�पઁ�ҕрਸ�ఐҳೡ�ੑפ��ഥചীࢲ�ٜҗ�э

�ઑпীࢲ�ٜ�Ӓٜ�Ӕਗীࠗࢲఠݒ�ݣ�য�Ѫݴ�ೠ�

���ಣಣೠפযઉ�ਸ�Ѫੑݣ�؊ী�؊ޙٸ�ӝغ�хࣗ۽ਵݶ�ಣ࢚࢝

��ઙઙחചࣽױ�ӝী�۞ೠغઁ�۽धਵߑ�ೠࢎ�Ѫҗ�ਬחী�Ӗਸ�ॳݶ

�౸ةਸ�য۵ѱ�ٟ݅פ��Ӓੌ�ࢲې�दрز�উ�ഋక݅۽�ઓೞ

��פ೧ঠ�ة౸�धਸ�ా೧�ഋకܳߑ��ೠ�റী�rೞೱधsӔ۾ب
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��ࣗח�दо�ৌܻߨߑ�חਊೞࢎ�द�݈ೞ݅�ઁ�ಿী�ചܳ

�ਤী�ӝ߈ਸب��פن��दীࠄੌ�חࢲ�Ҋ�ച�%7%�

ழߡ�दܻૉܳ�ઁ೮ਵ֢ۄ�ݴ�दী֙�����חࢲ৬�����֙

�ఎܻই�ച�ನझఠী�ӝ߈ೠ�ಕੋ�दܻૉܳ�ઁ೮णפ��ೠಞ�

ചח�ખ�؊�ੌ߈ੋ�ઁ৬�ҙ۲ࣻ�ؼ�ب�֙�����ؘח�दܳ�

ਤ೧�rௐ�Әߊsחۄ�दܻૉܳ�সೠ��णפ��ৈӝࢲ�ח�

ೠ�ৈߓо�ো೮؍�ౠ�ച�ੋࣧࣿਸࢎ�ਊ೮णפ��୭Ӕ�۠؍ী

+BNFT�)JMUPO	�Ҵੋ�ઁझ�൧ౡחࢲ�೯ೠ�दীࢲ����������


�ࣗࢸী�ӝ߈ਸك��ۘ�ۄ	'SBOL�$BQSB����������
�����

֙�ച��যܽߡ�ಣࢶ	-PTU�)PSJ[PO
�ਸ�ӝ߈ਵ۽�ೠ�সਸ�೮ण

��פ

rࢬӒܾۄsחۄ�ࣗо�Ӕਗੋؘ�۞ೠ�ઓೞ�ঋ�ࣗੋ�ਬషೖই�

ۄझ�ইః٣ই�ػ�അ۽ਗsਵࢎ�ಕੋٜ�rػݺݺ�۽ܼझݫ�

ചࣁ��ਤ࢚�חפځ�۽ടਸ࢚�פ��rपಁೠ�ਬషೖইࢲ۽�

࠘ೠsחۄ�ҙ��ઁܻܳৢځ�ѱ�ೞणפ��

�दੋ�����֙ী�݅ػ�উ֙�ݻ��റܐ�ೠҴ�੬�ઙݾ�द�ઁ۽࢜

ٜযߡ۽��ঌܻ٘	3PCFSU�"MESJDI����������
�хة�Ҋ�ೡ

ܻ٘�rܴו�৬ܰsীࢲ�৳णפ��ചীࢲ�ੋҕਵ࠙�۽ೠۇ��ழ

	3BMQI�.FFLFS����������
�ח�ܳݽਸ�ശச�ޛ�ತӝࢿࢎߑ�ח

��פ�ఐਸ�োӝ݀ࢎ��պೠחউ�ৈ۞�ৈٜҗ�ఃझೞز

Ӕࠄਵ۽�պ�ಞૐੋ��ച�উীࢲ�ఃझחۄ�೯زҗ�ই݃Ѷت

ੋ�೨�ਤഈݺ࠙ࠛ�ࣗ�ೞѱ۽ࢲ��োҙغয�णઁ��פ�Ӓܿ��ೞ

ա�חনೠ�ചٜ�ղীࢲ�пػ࢝�ನ৪ٜਸ߄�ఔਵ۽�ೠ�ಕੋ�दܻૉ

�ੌജਵ۽�ച�ఃझनਸ�ରਊפ��ߣ�दীݒ�ࢲҊ�

դӝ�ѱ�ఃझ۞�ઁݾਸ�ਗ೮Ҋ�ী�ח��ఃझ	,JTT
�৬��ݺ

ੋ	%FBEMZ
��ױ�ف�חۄয�߆�࢚�ઑ�݃ী�ٜणפ��ೞ

݅�पઁیࢎ�۽җ�લ�য়ػې�ઁੑפ���ۄࢎ�җ�ೣԋۈ߄

	(POF�XJUI�UIF�8JOE
�	����
ীࠗ�ࢲఠ�উషפয়פ	.JDIFMBOHFMP�

"OUPOJPOJ����������
��
B�/PUUF-	ڍ֢�ۄ�	����
ө�ߣ�न

ীࢎ�ਊೠ�झࢎ���ೡܻ٘	)PMMZXPPE
�৬�rই�ೞझ	"SU�

)PVTF
sীࢲ�оઉৡ�Ѫੑפ��	ఃझܳ�୫ೞؘח�Ӓۧѱ�݆ߨߑ��

�ঋਵ۽
�ઁоࢎޑ�ೠ�ఃझ�೯ਤ�ࠗ࠙�ನૉী�যݒ��ਬࢎ

פ�

ൔ�ઁ�ಿ�Ӓ۞ೞ٠�नٜਸ��दпਵ҃�۽ೞݶ�ӝઓ�ઁ�

ಿٜҗ�ର߹ചغ�ঋ࢝�חઑغ�۽য�ਵݴ��৬ױ�যٜ�

���୭ୡ�ࣽр�о�୭ࣗೠਵפؾ�য়ܰѱځ�ఠࠗ۽ਵݶ�࢝ױ

�؊���ઁ۽࢜�ѱઁ�ࢲ���ಿীפకੑ࢚�ػ�ৌ۽ਵੋ�۽

଼�࢚�ۢ�rۨݫ٣٘s��ನݘਸࢎ�ਊೞ�ঋחח�Ѫੑפ

۽࢜��݅ݴ�ٜਸ�߽दఃܲ�ী�пӝݶ�ೠ�ח��Ӓ�न�

�নधਸ�ٜ݅যշפ��ٜ�ਗې�ஶఫझীઁ�ࢲѢױ�ݴغ�

ঐदҊ�ӏೞӝ�൨ٚ�ઑпٜژ��פؾ�ೠݒ��߸ഋغؘח�

ب��झఋੌ�߸ഋਸ�द؊�ࠁೝਸ�ా೧�ઁ��ಿٜ܂�җхೠ�ח

פ�

ೖ۽࠶�ॉ٘ے��	झ
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(Mike stands in the doorway and sees Gabrielle in the room.)

GABRIELLE: "Hello Mike."

MIKE          : "Where's Velda?"

                    (Gabrielle holds up a gun.)

GABRIELLE: "Come in."

                    (Mike doesn't move.)

GABRIELLE: "Come in!"

                    (Mike cautiously enters the room.)

GABRIELLE: "Kiss me Mike. I want you to kiss me. 
                     Kiss me! The liar's kiss which says 'I love you', but means something else.
                     You're good at giving such kisses."

                    (Mike stays where he is.)

GABRIELLE: "Kiss me!"

                    (Mike still doesn't move. So Gabrielle shoots him.)

From the movie Kiss Me Deadly (1955).

You must remember this
A kiss is just a kiss, a sigh is just a sigh.
The fundamental things apply
As time goes by.

From the song 'As Time Goes By' in the movie Casablanca (1942).

RHETT BUTLER: "No, I don't think I will kiss you, although you need kissing, badly. 
                            That's what's wrong with you.
                            You should be kissed and often, and by someone who knows how."

From the movie Gone with the Wind (1939).
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Detail of What are Soviets? (2014)
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KISS ME DEADLY
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Silence, 2014, acrylic on canvas, 52x41cm
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God, 2014, acrylic on canvas, 52x41cm
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Your Hand Full of Hours, 2014, acrylic on canvas, 52x41cm
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Abiological, 2014, acrylic on canvas, 52x41cm
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The Ascent of Truth, 2014, acrylic on canvas, 52x41cm
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Ecstatic, 2014, acrylic on canvas, 52x41cm
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Ice, Cold, 2014, acrylic on canvas, 52x41cm
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Absurdity and Suicide, 2014, acrylic on canvas, 52x41cm
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What are Soviets?, 2014, acrylic on canvas, 162x194cm
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Altered States of Consciousness, 2014, acrylic on canvas, 160x120cm
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Who am I?, 2015, acrylic on canvas, 160x120cm
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Magic, 2014, acrylic on canvas, 160x120cm
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On Religion (Marx and Engels), 2014, acrylic on canvas, 160 x120cm
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Institutions, 2014, acrylic on canvas, 120x160cm
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Vertigo No.1, 2014-15, painted aluminum, 20.5x30x8cm
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Vertigo No. 2, 2014-15, painted aluminum, 20.5x30x8cm
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Peep Show, 2015, video monitor installed in rice paper cabinet, designed by Chang Eung-Bok

150x130x60cm. Duration of video: 2 minutes 12 seconds
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Video grabs of Peep Show, 2015, 2 minutes 12 seconds
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Installation view of 

Kiss Me Deadly, Gallery Baton, Seoul, 2015
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étreinte / embrace
The gesture of the amorous embrace seems to fulfill, for a time, 
the subject's dream of total union with the loved being.

From A Lover’s Discourse: Fragments by Roland Barthes.
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